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Abstract
Digital holographic interferometry is an optical measurement technique based
on the work by Powell and Stetson in 1965. The basic principle of the method is
that the whole light wave (both amplitude and phase) from an opaque surface or
transparent object can be captured and stored using a single camera. By
comparing the phase of the light waves captured at different times it is possible
to detect very small surface deformations (for opaque objects) or refractive
index changes (for transparent objects). The fact that the method is sensitive also
for transparent object is a problem when measuring surface deformations that
occur on the same timescale as the random fluctuations in the surrounding
medium (most often air) since these effects will be added together in the
measurement. In a controlled laboratory environment the levels of air
disturbances can often be kept at reasonably low levels, but an interesting new
application of the technique would be for process supervision in the
manufacturing and process industry where the levels of disturbances are much
higher.
The purpose of this research has been to develop methods for separating the
effects of object deformations and air disturbances from each other by digital
processing of the measured data. A large part of the work has consisted of
constructing experimental setups, developing algorithms and performing
numerical simulations. Air disturbances tend to have fluctuations on a very wide
range of time scales. To capture the fast fluctuations a high-speed holographic
imaging system has been used throughout this work. The slow fluctuations are
captured using long time sequences. This creates an enormous amount of data
and handling and pre-processing this data has been one of the initial challenges.
Air disturbances are very different depending upon how they are generated.
Much of the work has therefore been to gain some understanding of different
types of air disturbances such as convection flows surrounding hot objects, gas
ejection from heated material (black liquor) and more controlled channel flows
with fully developed turbulence. The type of imaging system used will also
influence how a certain air disturbance will affect a measurement. The
difference between telecentric and conventional imaging systems has been
discussed and in connection with that a method of depth-resolved velocity
measurements in channel flows has been suggested.
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1 Introduction
Digital holographic interferometry is an optical measurement technique that is
capable of measuring the movement/deformation of an object surface with
extremely high accuracy, spatial resolution and temporal resolution.
Unfortunately it is sensitive to disturbances such as mechanical vibrations
among the optical components and random refractive index fluctuations in the
surrounding air. The work in this thesis deals mostly with describing these
disturbances and some initial attempts have been made at post-processing the
measured data to remove the noise. To my knowledge there is not so much work
done in the field of interferometry measurements of non stationary objects
through a turbulent medium. The problem of normal (intensity) imaging through
turbulent medium, such as the atmosphere, has on the other hand been
frequently studied in the literature and therefore a short summary of this subject
is presented in section 2. Section 3 describes the principles of holographic
interferometry and gives a summary of the work in the appended papers listed in
section 4. Figure 1 is schematic sketch of a holographic imaging setup
measuring an object surface through a turbulent medium. The content of this
thesis and the appended papers are marked in the figure.

Fig 1: Illustrates the content of the different sections in the thesis.
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2 Wave propagation in random medium
It has been known for a long time that the atmosphere somehow alters the light
from the distant stars causing them to twinkle. Newton noted that the
performance of telescopes would eventually be limited by the air above us
which is in “perpetual tremor”. His solution was to place the telescope on a
mountaintop to reduce the amount of disturbed air above it. During the first half
of the 1900’s however, optical and mechanical technology advanced to a point
that not even the best observing sites in the world could provide air that was
calm enough. This was the main motivation for the development of general
theories for wave propagation through random media (WPRM) that started in
the late 1940’s. Most of the work in this subject until the beginning of 1960’s
was done by Soviet scientists and summarized in the influential monographs of
Chernov [1] and Tatarskii [2] published in both the Soviet Union and United
States during 1960 and 1961. Wave propagation in random media is a
interdisciplinary subject with applications in atmospheric optics and acoustics,
ocean acoustics, geophysics, radio physics, plasma physics, bioengineering,
condensed matter physics etc. The following is meant as a short introduction to
the subject of WPRM covering some of the basic topics. Focus will be on
theories for light propagation in the neutral atmosphere.
Random media can be roughly divided into two main categories: turbulent
media and turbid media. In the case of light propagation through the atmosphere
the important parameter of the medium is the refractive index. In a turbulent
media the refractive index variations are smooth and coarse compared to the
wavelength of light. The variations are also small compared to the mean
refractive index. The clear neutral atmosphere is a perfect example of a turbulent
medium. In a turbid media the refractive index variations are much larger and in
the form of discrete particles with a size comparable to the wavelength of light.
Turbid media are more difficult to deal with since absorption, wide angle
scattering (including backscattering) and depolarization effects must be
included. Examples of turbid media are clouds, smoke and other aerosols. In the
rest of this thesis I will only consider turbulent media.
2.1 Stochastic processes
Before going into some theories of wave propagation through random media it is
necessary to know something about stochastic processes (random functions). An
example of a stochastic process is the temperature distribution T r, t in the
atmosphere which varies randomly in both space and time. There are two ways
of thinking about a random function such as T r, t . Imagine that we measure the
temperature distribution during some time interval. If we could turn back time
2

and do the measurement again the result would be different. The random process
T r, t can be thought of as the collection of all such possible measurements
together with the probability that they are measured. This is a very intuitive way
of thinking that is often useful. Different statistical quantities such as the
expectation value of the temperature at r, t can be thought of as being
calculated as mean values taken over all these possible functions (ensemble
averaging). A more quantitative way of describing a random process is to think
of it as a collection of random variables. For each space-time point r, t the
random process T r, t is just a random variable. To describe the process we
need to specify the probability distribution for each random variable. But since
we know that the temperature fluctuations in nearby space-time points are
highly correlated these random variables will not be independent. In theory it
would be possible to specify the joint probability density function for all these
(infinitely many) variables but most often it is sufficient just to know the
correlation between two arbitrary space-time points. Thus the stochastic process
T r, t can often be sufficiently described by two functions: its expected value
K r, t and correlation B r1 , r2 ; t1 , t 2 :

K r, t
B r1 , r2 ; t1 , t2

T r, t

T r1 , t1  T r2 , t2

(1)

is the expectation value operator. If a fast and sensitive temperature
where
probe is set to measure the temperature fluctuations at a point in the atmosphere
for a few minutes it will be seen that the nature of the fluctuations will be the
same over the whole measurement. Specifically the average temperature around
which the fluctuations occur will be constant and the intensity and time scales of
the fluctuations are also the same. In equation (1) this means that K r, t K r
and B r1 , r2 ; t1 , t2 B r1 , r2 ;W where W t2  t1 . This property of a stochastic process
is called stationarity. There are few processes that are completely stationary. The
type of stationary just defined is called wide sense stationarity. In the previous
example if the measurement time is increased to a few hours there will be
changes in both the average temperature and the intensity and timescale of the
fluctuations. The atmospheric temperature is an excellent example of a process
with a type of stationarity called stationary time increments. This means that the
fluctuations are a combination of rapid variations (on the order of ms to s)
combined with much slower variations with periods of days, years or even
thousands of years. For this type of stationarity it is much better to describe the
similarity of fluctuations between two space-time points using the structure
function D r1 , r2 ; t1, t2 :
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>T

D r1 , r2 ; t1 , t2

r1 , t1  T r2 , t2

@2

.

(2)

By subtracting the temperatures instead of multiplying them the slow changes in
average temperature are cancelled out and if the fluctuation strength and
timescale remains the same then D r1 , r2 ; t1 , t2 D r1 , r2 ;W . At a specific time the
random variation in atmospheric temperature is composed of structures of all
sizes, from several thousands of kilometers to a few millimeters. As mentioned
in the next section the large structures are highly unpredictable whereas the
smaller ones always behave in the same way. By taking the difference between
the temperatures in equation (2) the effect of the large-scale variations (larger
than the separation r2  r1 ) are effectively cancelled out and therefore the
structure function always have the same functional form, depending only
on U r2  r1 :

D U ;W

>T

r1 , t1  T r2 , t 2

@2

.

(3)

A random process T r, t that has this property is called a locally homogenous
and isotropic process. The word locally is added because the correlation function
in equation (1), that depends on structures of all sizes, does not have this
behavior. Note that even though the functional form of D U ;W is the same there
can still be large local variation in the strength of the fluctuations.
2.2 Refractive index model of the atmosphere
The most common model for the refractive index distribution in the atmosphere
starts with a decomposition in the form:

n r, t , O

n0 r , O  n1 r , t .

(4)

where Ȝ is the vacuum wavelength of the light, n0 is the deterministic part of n
describing for example the dependence of n with height over ground (due to the
decrease in air density with height) and the slow daily variations due to different
amount of sunlight. These variations are often so slow that they can be ignored.
The effect of the turbulent fluctuations is described by n1 . Since n1 is only a
small fraction of the mean refractive index n0 the dispersion due to these small
fluctuations can often be ignored. The refractive index of air is a function of
both temperature and pressure. Since air has poor thermal conductivity, random
temperature variation have a long life-time compared to pressure differences that
are equalized by pressure waves traveling at the speed of sound. Therefore all
random refractive index fluctuations can be attributed to temperature variations.
4

These variations are formed at a very large scale due to nonuniform heating of
the earth by the sun and are then successively broken down by turbulent winds
to smaller and smaller sizes that moves along with the air flow. To further
simplify things it is customary to assume that the random refractive index
variations do not change or evolve during the time it takes them to drift across
the field of view of a telescope with the local wind speed. This means that it is
possible to exclude the time dependence of n1 , concentrating only on its spatial
properties. An excellent description of this assumption (known as Taylor’s
hypothesis) and its limitations can be found in [3].
All turbulent flows contain spatial structures with a huge variation in size. In
1922 Richardson proposed the energy cascade hypothesis [4] which says that in
a turbulent flow (to which there is a steady input of energy) the largest
structures are successively broken down to smaller ones and thus turbulent
energy is transferred to smaller and smaller spatial scales until, at some critical
size, energy is dissipated due to the viscosity of the fluid. In a series of papers
starting in 1941 Kolmogorov made three additional hypotheses which quantified
the energy cascade to something that could be used in calculations. The original
articles are mostly in Russian but an excellent review can be found in [5]. For
our purposes there are two important results that need to be remembered. When
the structures have been broken down beyond a certain size (called the outer
scale size) they start to become statistically homogenous and isotropic and thus
completely independent of the macroscopic flow geometry. Also the relative
distribution of turbulent energy among the different scale sizes starts to follow a
certain functional form independent of the flow geometry. The range of scale
sizes between the outer scale just defined and the inner scale where the
structures start to disappear due to viscous dissipation is called the inertial
subrange. In most manmade turbulent flows through pipes and channels of
different kinds the inertial subrange is of limited importance because it covers a
small range of scale sizes and most of the turbulent energy is found in larger
structures. In the atmosphere the situation is different. The inertial subrange
typically ranges from a few millimeters up to about 100 meters and even though
there is a lot of turbulent energy in scale sizes larger than the outer scale these
structures will be so large that they cause virtually no variation at all across the
field of view of even the largest of telescopes. The distribution of turbulent
energy among the different scale sizes of the refractive index fluctuations is
described by the power spectral density of n1 . From Kolmogorovs work we
know that in the inertial subrange it has the form:

IN

0.033C n2  N 11 / 3

5

(5)

where N is the wavenumber which is proportional to the reciprocal of the eddy
size. The parameter Cn2 is called the structure constant and is a measure of the
strength of the refractive index fluctuations. Note that, because the fluctuations
are isotropic, I N is a function of only the magnitude of the wavenumber.
2.3 Phase and amplitude fluctuations
The earliest theoretical work on light (and sound) propagation through the
turbulent atmosphere was mostly centered on the geometrical optics
approximations. Figure 2 shows the geometry of the propagation problem. An
initially plane wave enters a medium with random refractive index fluctuations
described by n x, y, z, t . It propagates in the negative z-direction a distance L
through it until its amplitude A x, y, z, t and phase I x, y, z, t distributions are
finally detected in the xy-plane. The meaning of the word phase needs some
clarification. At a fixed point x1, y1 in space the magnitude of the electric and
magnetic field vectors oscillate extremely rapidly in time ( ~ 1014 Hz). The phase
of this oscillation is much too fast to be resolved with an ordinary camera. At
x2 , y2 the field vectors oscillate with the same frequency. But since the optical
path length from the source to the detector is slightly different at this point, due
to the random refractive index fluctuations, the oscillations will be slightly out
of phase. It is this “phase difference” ( I x, y, z, t ) that is the important quantity.

Fig 2: Geometry of the propagation problem
Using the expression (5) for the power spectral density of the refractive index
fluctuations together with the equations of geometrical optics it is possible to
derive the structure function of the phase fluctuations and the correlation
function of the amplitude fluctuations (see section 2.1). The fact that the
amplitude fluctuations have a wide sense stationary correlation function will be
explained in connection with figure 3. The amplitude correlation function cannot
be expressed in closed form and therefore only the mean square amplitude
fluctuation (which is often sufficient information) is given:
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(6)

Here U is the distance between the points x1 , y1 and x2 , y2 in figure 2. L is the
distance of propagation trough the medium, l0 and L0 are the inner and outer
scales of the turbulence, A0 is the amplitude of the undisturbed light and Cn2 is a
measure of the strength of the refractive index fluctuations. Because the
equations of geometrical optics doesn’t include the bending of light due to
diffraction the equations (6) are only valid for short propagation distances (on
the order of tens of meters [6]) and therefore attention was soon turned to wave
optics solutions to the propagation problem. The equation that is to be solved is
the stochastic wave equation:

 2 E r, t  k 02H r, t E r, t

0

(7)

where k0 is the vacuum wavenumber of the monochromatic wave and H r, t the
random dielectric constant of the medium. It is possible to write (7) as a scalar
equation in E because the depolarization term which couples the components of
E can be ignored as long as the wavelength is much smaller than the size of the
smallest inhomogenities [7]. Unfortunately it is not known how to solve (7)
exactly because H r, t is a coefficient of E r, t . The most well known way of
approximately solving (7) is by perturbation theory, the simplest of which is the
Born approximation [8]. In this solution it is assumed that the light wave is
diffracted by only a single turbulent structure on its way from the source to the
observer. (It is also assumed that the size of the refractive index fluctuations is
small so that the diffraction angles are small). As the length of the propagation
path increases the effects of multiple diffractions (or scatterings) start to become
important. Bourret [9] was the first to include multiple scattering effects to the
problem of wave propagation in random medium using the diagram technique of
Feynman described in [6]. Tatarskii and Klyatskin [3] came up with a different
approach, referred to as the Markov approximation. In Bourret’s work the
approximations and averaging procedures are done at the end after a set of exact
equations have been derived. In the Markov approximation the averaging takes
place at the outset and then a series of approximate equations are found for the
various statistical moments. It is interesting to note that the expression for the
phase structure function is the same in all of the theories mentioned above (both
geometrical and wave optics solutions), a fact that will be made clear in a
moment.

7

The first quantitative experiment to verify the theories was carried out in 1958
by Gurvich et al. [6] who measured the log amplitude fluctuations in a light
beam propagating a rather short distance in a weakly fluctuating medium. They
noticed good agreement with both the geometrical optics and early wave optics
(Born approximation) solutions. In 1965 Gracheva et al. [10] were the first to
notice a phenomenon known as saturation in the log amplitude fluctuations. As
they increased the propagation length beyond that used in Gurvich’s experiment
they noticed that the amplitude fluctuations didn’t increase indefinitely as
suggested by the theory but soon approached a constant value. The length before
this happens depends on the strength of the fluctuations. In 1974 Clifford et al.
[11] came up with a physical explanation of the saturation phenomenon.

Fig 3: Physical model of the saturation process.
As illustrated in figure 3 the atmosphere is assumed to be filled with irregular
eddies of different size, shape (because the medium is statistically isotropic they
must be roughly spherical) and refractive index. These eddies act as random
lenses which focuses or defocuses the light incident on them. This is the origin
of the amplitude fluctuations. Using only the lens formula and some simple
geometry it is possible to derive the same results as in equation (6) (except for
the numerical constants) and also to include the effects of diffraction [6].
Because the smaller eddies have shorter focal lengths (still on the order of
several kilometers) they cause larger amplitude changes and therefore are
responsible for most of the amplitude fluctuations. The smaller eddies are all
within the inertial subrange and are thus locally homogeneous and isotropic and
therefore the amplitude fluctuations have a wide sense stationary correlation
function as mentioned earlier. Figure 3 shows two light waves incident on a
typical eddy (or random lens). The plane wave (dashed line) is focused by the
eddy and hence at some distance to the right of it there will be a strong increase
in the amplitude of the light. If, however, the light has already been focused and
defocused by a large number of other eddies the wavefront might look like the
solid line. In this case the light entering the lens will not be fully coherent and
the eddy will not be able to focus the light as effectively as before. This is the
basic physical explanation of the saturation effect. The reason that the phase
fluctuations don’t saturate is that they are caused by changes in the velocity
along the propagation path of a light ray and it doesn’t matter if the light is
8

coherent or not across the eddy. Diffraction effects are not important either
because the fact that a light ray is not perfectly straight but follows a somewhat
random path through the atmosphere doesn’t significantly effect the phase
fluctuations [6]. This is the reason why all of the theories mentioned above
result in the same expression for the phase structure function.
2.4 A classical improvement technique
When observing a distant light source such as a star it is only possible to
measure the intensity (square of the amplitude) distribution. To measure the
phase distribution it is necessary to use special techniques such as holography
described in section 3.1. There are three broad classes of methods to improve the
quality of intensity images captured through the turbulent atmosphere: adaptive
optics, pure post-processing techniques and methods that combine adaptive
optics with post-processing. An excellent review of the basic principles of
adaptive optics systems and combination techniques such as image
deconvolution can be found in [12]. The basic principle of post-processing
techniques is that an image captured with an exposure time that is shorter than
the fluctuation time of the turbulence contains much higher spatial frequency
information about the object than a corresponding long exposure image. This
fact was first observed by Labeyrie [13] in 1970. The short exposure images will
have a grainy speckle-like appearance due to random variations in light
amplitude over the image and post-processing techniques are therefore often
referred to as speckle imaging techniques. These amplitude variations are due to
the propagation through the atmosphere (as described in connection with figure
3) and low-light detection noise. The routine for extracting high spatial
frequency information is as follows. First a series of short exposure images of
the object is taken. The number of images necessary depends mostly on the
brightness of the object (a brighter object means less low-light detection noise).
Typically the exposure time needed to freeze the atmospheric fluctuations
ranges from a few tens of a millisecond to a few milliseconds [12]. The next step
is to Fourier transform the intensity distribution in each image to produce a
series of intensity spectra I f x , f y where f x and f y are the spatial frequencies in
the x- and y-directions in the images respectively. The intensity spectra can be
expressed in terms of its modulus I f x , f y and phase I f x , f y as:

I fx, fy

>

@

I f x , f y  exp i  I f x , f y .

(8)

The next step is to calculate the modulus squared of each image and then
average this over the entire series of images to produce an estimate of
2
where
is the expectation value operator. Let’s define the
I fx, fy
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spectrum of the object irradiance distribution as O f x , f y and the combined
optical transfer function of both the telescope and atmosphere as H f x , f y . The
measured average modulus squared of the intensity spectra can now be written
as:

I fx, fy

2

O fx, fy

2

 H fx, fy

2

.

(9)

There are no brackets around O f x , f y because it is assumed to be constant
during the time of the measurement. Assume for the moment that instead of a
series of short exposures a single long exposure with intensity spectra I L f x , f y
was captured. Just as before I L can be written in terms of O and H as:

IL fx, fy

O fx, fy  H fx, fy .

(10)

Although it is a bit involved, it can be shown (se for example [12]) that
2
2
is a much wider function than H f x , f y and hence I f x , f y
H fx, fy
contains information of higher spatial frequencies of the object than I L f x , f y . In
order to estimate the combined optical transfer function H f x , f y a series of
images of a nearby reference star is also captured (preferably just before or just
after the images of the object). Since the star is more or less a point source its
irradiance spectra will be constant and the average squared modulus I R f x , f y of
these reference images will be:

IR fx, fy

2

C  H fx, fy

2

(11)

where C is a constant depending on the brightness of the star. The absorption of
2
the atmosphere is rather small at optical wavelengths and hence H 0,0 | 1
and it is possible to normalize equation (11) to get an estimate of H f x , f y

2

.

This is then used in equation (9) to estimate the modulus of the object irradiance
distribution. Note that the quality of this estimation will be worse for higher
2
spatial frequencies where H f x , f y
is small. This is because of the low-light
detection noise in the detector and the estimation errors due to the finite number
of images and the fact that the object and reference images aren’t measured at
the same time. Therefore, instead of just dividing equations (9) and (11) it is
customary to use a wiener filter to reduce the noise at high spatial frequencies
[12].
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The above procedure only gives the modulus of the object irradiance O f x , f y .
Before an actual image can be obtained from an inverse Fourier transform the
relative distribution of phases for the spectral components are also needed. Two
of the most common techniques for estimating the object phase distribution are
the cross-spectrum [14], [15] and bispectrum [16]. A detailed review of both
methods can be found in [12]. The basic principle of both methods are the same.
By estimating various statistical moments of the measured intensity spectra it is
possible to get high-spatial-frequency information about the object phase
spectrum. Unfortunately the result of applying these methods is a linear
combination of the phase at different spatial frequencies rather than the
spectrum itself. To get the phase spectra it is necessary to perform a second
processing step that is similar to a phase unwrapping procedure. Therefore the
retrieval of the phase is considerably more involved than the modulus.
Fortunately in some important cases, such as the study of binary star separation,
phase information is not needed.

11

3 Holographic interferometry
3.1 Basic principles
Holographic interferometry is an optical measurement technique introduced by
Powell and Stetson [17] in 1965. It enables surface deformations to be measured
with an accuracy of tens of nm and spatial resolution of a few μm. With the
invention of high-speed digital cameras it is now also possible to follow these
deformations in time with a sampling rate of several kHz. The basic principle of
the method is to capture and store holograms of the object surface taken at
different times. Holograms differ from ordinary photographs in that they can
capture not only the irradiance distribution of the object but also the phase
distribution (see section 2.3) in the light. Because of the extremely high
frequencies of optical waves the phase distribution in the light from the object
cannot be measured directly. It is necessary to compare the object wave with
another wave (called reference wave) by allowing them to interfere on the
detector to produce the phase difference between the two waves. From the
interference pattern on the detector it is possible to deduce the phase distribution
in the object light. By calculating the phase difference at each point between two
of the holographic images it is possible to determine how the object surface has
changed. This is illustrated in figure 4.

Fig 4: Basic principle of holographic interferometry
As the object surface moves the path length of the light from the laser to the
detector changes. By looking at the phase change in the detector plane it is
possible to deduce how much the surface has deformed since the wavelength of
the light is known. It is important to note that it is not possible to determine the
absolute phase (the total number of oscillation from the laser to the detector) in a
single hologram. Therefore it is important that the deformation of the object
surface at all points between two successive images is less than a quarter of a
wavelength. Otherwise there will be ambiguities in the determination of the
phase difference.
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The problem with holographic interferometry is that it requires that the only
thing changing in a series of images is the object surface. In reality there will
always be slight disturbances. One kind of disturbance are vibrations among the
components in the measurement setup. These vibrations tend to produce
measurement noise with a high degree of spatial correlation that is concentrated
in narrow frequency bands and this noise is thus fairly easy to suppress [18].
Even in the absence of mechanical vibrations it is possible to have phase
changes on the detector that are not due to the motion of the object surface. This
is because it is the optical path length (product of geometrical path length and
refractive index) that determines the number of oscillations between the laser
and detector. If the medium in which the measurement takes place has random
refractive index fluctuations there will be random changes in the phase at the
detector that are incorrectly interpreted as object surface deformations.
Even in a controlled laboratory environment the noise due to the surrounding air
can be large enough to cause problems if the object deformation is small and if
the measurement time is longer than the fluctuation time of the medium. The
purpose of this work has been to develop a digital filter capable of reducing
measurement noise due to random refractive index fluctuations in the air
surrounding the measurement setup.
3.2 Filtering of data measured through convective flow
Figure 5 shows a schematic sketch of the measurement setup used in one of the
experiments.

Fig 5: Sketch of the measurement setup
A thin steel plate is rigidly attached along one side while the other side is
periodically bent back and forth using an electromagnet in connection with a
signal generator. The plate hence behaves like a console beam. A small
stationary plate is also inserted into the field of view of the camera as the digital
filter originally used requires this. As a reference, the motion of the plate at one
selected point is accurately measured from the back side of the plate with a laser
Doppler vibrometer. In front of the plate a region of refractive index fluctuations
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is created using a couple of curl tongs. The result of the measurement is a stack
of images describing the distribution of phase in the light from the object at
different times. Such a stack, illustrated in figure 6, is often referred to as a
phase volume.

Fig 6: Stack of images showing the measured phase distribution at different
times.
The measured phase will contain both the information of the object
deformation/movement and the random “noise” from the refractive index
fluctuations of the air in front of the object. The solid line drawn is just a time
sequence describing the phase changes with time at point B. The simplest
approach to filtering a phase volume such as that in figure 6 is to filter each such
time sequence separately, independent from each other. This is what is done in
paper A. The filtering procedure is described in figure 7.

Fig 7: Procedure for filtering the time sequences.
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Let’s assume that the point B in figure 6 lies on the moving plate described in
figure 5. Then the time sequence of phases through this point will contain the
sum of a “true signal” due to the object motion and a “measurement noise” due
to the refractive index fluctuations in the air. At another point A that lies on the
stationary plate in figure 5 the measured phase sequence contains only the noise
from the refractive index fluctuations. If points A and B lie relatively close to
each other then the “measurement noise” at point B and the noise at A will be
fairly well correlated. Thus if we know the noise at A and the cross correlation
between the noises at A and B it should be possible to estimate the
“measurement noise” at B. Then we can simply subtract this estimated noise
from the phase sequence at B to get an estimate of the true signal. This is the
basic principle of the filter. Since the noise measured at point A on the
stationary plate is used to filter all of the other points it is referred to as the
“reference noise” in figure 7. The object motion is statistically independent from
the noise due to the refractive index fluctuations. Therefore the cross correlation
between the noises at A and B can be calculated simply as the cross correlation
between the whole phase sequences at B and A. The filter also needs the
autocorrelation of the phase noise (assumed to be the same at all points) which is
easily calculated at point A on the reference plate.
The obvious advantage with this type of filter is that the full spatiotemporal
correlation of the phase fluctuations is not needed, only the crosscorrelations
between discrete points. Also, because of the stationary plate, these correlations
are easily estimated. The most serious drawback is that as the reference point A
is far from the point B to be filtered the cross correlation between the noises will
be small. Thus it will be difficult for the filter to correctly guess the appearance
of the “measurement” noise” at B from the “reference noise” at A. Another
problem is that all sequences are filtered independently and optimized to
produce the best mean squared estimate over time. But there is nothing that says
that the spatial distribution of the estimated phase noise at a specific time should
be close to the true phase distribution.

Fig 8: Shows the time sequence, before and after filtering, measured at a point
fairly close to the reference point
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An example of a filtered time sequence is shown in figure 8. Here we can see
that the filter works quite well for points close to the reference point. But it is
evident that there still is some high frequency noise left in the filtered sequence.
This noise comes from the smallest refractive index structures that are too small
to have any correlation with the corresponding structures at the reference point.
These drawbacks suggest that it is necessary to use a full spatio-temporal filter
in which the whole phase volume is filtered simultaneously. But such a filter
would require that spatio-temporal statistics (e.g. correlation function) of the
phase fluctuations is known. Paper B describes a method of measuring the
spatio-temporal covariance (correlation) function of the phase fluctuations in a
medium with refractive index fluctuations. It also suggests a way of separating
the covariance function of the object deformation/motion from that of the phase
fluctuations.

3.3 Measuring spatio-temporal phase statistics
The goal of the work in this thesis is to develop a method of removing the noise
caused by air flows containing random temperature variations from
interferometric measurements. A crucial step towards this goal is to understand
the nature of the noise which is to be removed. Air flows behave differently
depending upon how they are generated. We decided to start by investigating a
turbulent channel flow with heated air. The reasons for this choice is that such a
flow is, at least locally, homogenous/isotropic in space and statistically (wide
sense) stationary in time. It is also fairly easy to control the strength of the
generated refractive index disturbances and to perform repeated experiments
under almost the same conditions. In paper B we used a home-built wind tunnel
with heated wires to generate a region of refractive index turbulence. Figure 9
shows a sketch of the wind tunnel.

Fig 9: Sketch of the wind tunnel.
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It consists of a settling chamber (S) in which the large eddies in the surrounding
air are broken down. The contraction chamber (C) increases the speed of the air
by reducing the cross section of the channel. At the start of the test section (T)
are a couple of heated Chantal wires that produce an initial large scale
temperature variation that is successively broken down to smaller and smaller
structures by the turbulent motion of the air inside the channel. At the end of the
test section are a pair of rotatable slits (RS) that allows light to be sent through
the channel. After the test section is a diffuser (DI) where the speed of the air is
decreased. At the end of the channel is the fan (F) that sucks air through the
channel from left to right. The principle of the method is simple. A thin sheet of
light is created and sent through the slits in the channel. The phase fluctuations
across the sheet are measured with high sampling rate so that the fluctuations are
resolved in time. From the measured phase fluctuations it is easy to estimate the
various statistics. There are two problems to be overcome in the measurement
process. First of all it is necessary for the light to pass through a diffuser plate to
decode the phase. But this introduces a random phase variation that needs to be
eliminated. Two different ways of accomplishing this is discussed in paper B.
The second problem is that the measured phase is periodic. Once it exceeds S it
wraps down to  S . Before the measured phase can be interpreted as something
useful it needs to be unwrapped. In three dimensions this is a complicated and
time-consuming operation especially for large phase volumes. The phase
volumes need to be large because of the need to resolve fluctuations in time
combined with need to include many independent fluctuations. Section 3.4
describes different three dimensional unwrapping algorithms. Paper B suggests a
method of using simple temporal unwrapping instead that works for a certain
class of turbulent flows. The same approach was also used in paper C to
measure the vibrations of a rotating shaft. Figure 10 shows the measured
spatiotemporal covariance function for the phase fluctuations which is the main
result of paper B. The width and shape of the central peak describes the
distribution of scale sizes for the random refractive index variation within the
channel. The movement of the central peak as a function of time delay is simply
a measure of the bulk flow velocity. But the most interesting result is probably
the decrease in the height of the peak with increasing time difference which is a
measure of the mixing of the random refractive index structures with time.
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Fig 10: Spatiotemporal covariance function.

3.4 High speed measurements of rapidly changing
(phase) objects: Three dimensional phase unwrapping
As mentioned in the previous section a time resolved interferometric
measurement can often generate a huge amount of data. In order to reduce this
amount the temporal resolution must often be reduced to values in the
neighbourhood of the sampling criteria. This poses a problem if the
measurements are performed in the presence of various kinds of noise (e.g. air
disturbances) because the noise introduces random phase variations that can
cause the sampling criteria to be violated at some parts of the wrapped phase
volume. When the phase volume is later unwrapped it will be difficult to
distinguish between a large phase jump caused by an ordinary phase wrap and a
jump caused by poor sampling. It is important to note here that even if the noise
is concentrated to a narrow region in time (e.g. a sudden tremor in the
surrounding air) the noise will be propagated by the unwrapping process. Apart
from the noise caused by poor temporal sampling described above there is also
spatial noise in most interferometry setups. This is due to the speckle nature of
laser light. In the dark speckles the light intensity is low and hence the phase is
uncertain. One way of getting around this problem is to average the measured
phase over a small region around each point (through a convolution) but this
reduces spatial resolution and must be used restrictively.
The problem of phase unwrapping arises not only in optical interferometry, but
also in other fields such as magnetic resonance imaging and solid state physics.
Over the years each of these fields has contributed a vast number of different
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algorithms for solving the unwrapping problem. To this day there is really no
algorithm that can claim to be the best in every aspect. Their performance tends
to be a trade off between exactness (i.e. closeness to the true solution), execution
time and robustness to noise. Unwrapping algorithms for three dimensional data,
e.g. two spatial dimensions and a time or three spatial dimensions, started to
appear about ten years ago when mainstream computers became powerful
enough to store and manipulate three dimensional imaging sets. The three
dimensional algorithms available today can be crudely divided into three main
categories: global error minimizing, residue-balancing and quality-guided path
following. The performance of these algorithms varies a lot with the type of data
they are fed with but it is still possible to make some general remarks. Global
error minimizing methods works by minimizing some Lp norm of the global
phase function where L2 norms (least squares) seem to be most common [19].
These algorithms are in general very accurate but also quite slow. Their biggest
drawback, however, when used on interferometric data is that they are in general
quite sensitive to noise in the data. Because, as described above, there is always
a certain amount of noise in interferometric measurements the most important
feature to look for in an unwrapping algorithm is usually robustness to noise.
Residue balancing methods, also known as branch-cut algorithms, work by
identifying singularities in the phase volume i.e. the points where the phase is
uncertain and bind them together to form regions (so called branch cuts) which
the unwrapping path cannot cross. These regions are well defined because the
phase singularities always occur as closed loops inside the phase volume.
Isolating the noisy regions prevents the noise to propagate out to the rest of the
phase volume. Perhaps the most widely used branch-cut algorithm is that of
Huntley [20]. Branch-cut algorithms are usually fast and noise-insensitive but
they have problems dealing with noise at the edges of the phase volume i.e.
when the branch-cuts are partially bounded by the edge of the phase volume.
This can be a problem in interferometric measurements of large objects where
the illumination usually drops at the edge of the field of view creating the most
amount of noise at these points.
The idea of quality-guided path following methods [21] is really quite similar to
the residue balancing methods. But instead of just classifying a point as “good”
or “bad” these methods try judging the quality of a certain point, i.e. how likely
it is that the phase value at that point really is equal to the true wrapped phase
value. The phase volume is then unwrapped by following paths of equal quality,
starting with best quality points. This will ensure that noise is not propagated
away from the noisy regions of the phase volume. What sets the different
algorithms apart is mostly the way in which they determine the quality of the
points. Quality-guided methods are also fast and noise insensitive over the
whole field of view but their problem is that they judge each point in the phase
volume separate from every other point. This means that a high-quality path can
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cross through a branch-cut region bounded by singularity points. When this
happens, noise can sometimes propagate inside the phase volume.
Recently a promising algorithm has been developed by Hussein et. al. [22]. It is
a combination of a branch-cut and quality-guided algorithm that tries to
eliminate the weaknesses of the respective algorithms by combining them. Even
though many unwrapping algorithms are conceptually simple, many are quite
hard and time consuming to implement into a stable and efficient computer
program. Liverpool John Moores University provides source code freely on their
website for evaluation purposes. This code was used in the paper D where the
dynamical properties of a rapid gas burst ejected from a heated drop of black
liquor (a rest product from the pulping industry) was measured. In figure 11 two
images from that measurement are shown. The left one comes from a phase
volume that was three dimensionally unwrapped whereas the right one is just
temporally unwrapped. Note that the amount of noise in the right figure is
largest at the edges due to a lower light intensity.

Fig 11: Illustrates the usefulness of three dimensional unwrapping

3.5 Depth resolved velocity measurements
As mentioned in section 3.3 a crucial step towards the goal of removing noise
caused by heated air flows in interferometry measurements is to understand the
nature of the noise which is to be removed. The size distribution and velocities
of the random phase structures that are measured depends not only on the nature
of the refractive index fluctuations (measured in paper B) but they also depend
on the nature of the imaging system and the geometry of the experimental setup.
These dependences are discussed in paper E.
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In a telecentric imaging system, such as that used in paper B, a refractive index
structure of a certain size that moves along with the flow with some speed will
cause a corresponding phase structure on the camera detector that has the same
size and speed regardless of the position of the refractive index structure within
the channel. This is a nice property, but telecentric imaging systems have the
serious drawback that the front lens of the system has to be at least as large as
the object that is to be measured.

x
Illuminated plate

va
vb
Aperture of imaging system
Fig 12: Illustrates how the position of a random refractive index structure affects
the size and speed of the corresponding phase structures on the detector.
Figure 12 shows a cross sectional view of the channel as seen from above. At
the upper part of the figure is a highly reflective plate which is illuminated with
laser light. Each point on the plate then emits light that goes through optical
windows in the channel and a small part of it will enter the aperture of the
imaging system. Note that the angular field of view is highly exaggerated in this
figure. The aperture sizes in interferometric systems need to be small in order to
produce speckles of sufficient size on the detector. Thus the light cone from a
single point on the illuminated plate that enters the aperture will be rather
narrow even if the aperture is placed close to the channel. This means that the
spatial averaging of refractive index structures over the cone will be rather
small, affecting only the smallest refractive index structures that contain very
little of the total fluctuation energy. For all other structures this effect can be
neglected and the effects of the imaging system and geometry of the setup can
be illustrated by following two refractive index structures, illustrated in figure 8
by the black and grey circles. These structures move along with the flow inside
the channel. The first thing that can be noted is that a small refractive index
structure (the black circle) placed close to the aperture will produce a phase
structure on the camera detector of the same size as a large refractive index
structure (the grey circle) placed close to the illuminated plate. But the
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magnitude of the phase structure (phase disturbance) that the large refractive
index structure produces is much larger than the one produced by the small
structure. This is quite intuitive but it can also be motivated by the fact that, as
described in paper B, the refractive index structures follows a Kolmogorov
distribution where the largest structures contains most fluctuation energy. This
means that the largest contribution to all phase structures up to the size
corresponding to the largest refractive index structure inside the channel (which
is approximately equal to the height of the channel) will come from the region of
the channel closest to the illuminated plate. Whereas the largest phase structures,
corresponding almost to a constant bias over the plate, will come from the
region closest to the aperture.
Figure 12 also illustrates how the apparent flow speed of phase structures as
seen by the detector will change depending on the position of the refractive
index structure. If the flow speeds va and vb at the positions of the large and
small refractive index structures respectively are equal then during some time
interval the two structures will move the same distance inside the channel but as
seen in the figure the phase structure corresponding to the smaller refractive
index structure will move a greater distance when projected against the plate,
which is what the image on the detector will look like.
The fact that refractive index structures from different positions in the channel
have different apparent velocity as measured by the detector can be used to
estimate the velocity profile of the turbulent flow which is discussed in paper E.
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Summary of appended papers
Paper A:

Wiener filtering of interferometry
measurements through turbulent air using
an exponential forgetting factor.

Authors:

Henrik Lycksam, Per Gren and Mikael
Sjödahl.

Summary:

The purpose of the paper was to develop a
digital filter to improve the quality of holographic interferometry
measurements performed in a disturbed environment. The filter
was successful in reducing the noise due to vibrations but the
noise from the air was only reduced over a small spatial region.
Also because the filter is purely temporal there is no way of
assuring spatial continuity in the filtered data.

Conclusions: To overcome the shortcomings of the simple temporal filter it is
necessary in the future to use a full spatio-temporal filter.

Paper B:

Measurement of spatio-temporal phase
statistics in turbulent air flow using high
speed digital holographic interferometry.

Authors:

Henrik Lycksam, Per Gren, JamesLeblanc
and Mikael Sjödahl.

Summary:

The purpose of the paper was to develop a method of measuring
the spatiotemporal phase statistics for light propagation in a
medium with refractive index fluctuations. The method is verified
against locally homogenous/isotropic refractive index fluctuations
generated in a small wind tunnel. A way of separating the
statistics of the object motion/deformation from that of the air is
also suggested.

Conclusions: The measured statistics showed good agreement with theory
which is taken as a validation of the method.
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Paper C:

Digital holographic interferometry for simultaneous
orthogonal radial vibration measurements along rotating shafts

Authors:

Kourosh Tatar, Per Gren, and Henrik Lycksam.

Summary:

The purpose of the paper was to develop a method of
simultaneously measuring both components of the radial velocity
of rapidly rotating shaft. The shafts are restricted to have an
optically smooth surface.

Conclusions: We have shown that it is possible to measure both velocity
components of the shaft simultaneously which is verified by a
synchronized laser dopler measurement.
Paper D:

High-speed interferometric measurements and visualisation of the
conversion of a black liquor droplet during rapid laser heating

Authors:

Henrik Lycksam, Mikael Sjödahl, Per Gren, Marcus Öhman, and
Rikard Gebart.

Summary:

The purpose of the paper was to measure the dynamical properties
of gas bursts ejected from a drop of black liquor being heated by a
laser beam. Also of interest was the swelling rate of the drop
during the heating process which can be measured simply by
looking at the shadow of the drop on the detector.

Conclusions: The gas bursts were clearly seen in the measurement and thus
their velocity could be estimated.
Paper E:

Depth-resolved velocity measurements in a heated turbulent
channel flow.

Authors:

Henrik Lycksam and Mikael Sjödahl.

Summary:

The purpose of the paper is to investigate how the imaging
geometry affects the measurement of the phase disturbances in a
heated turbulent channel flow. We also present a way of
estimating the velocity profile of the flow.

Conclusions: The estimated velocity profiles agree with the simulated and
measured ones.
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Wiener filtering of interferometry
measurements through turbulent air
using an exponential forgetting factor

Wiener filtering of interferometry measurements
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The problem of imaging through turbulent media has been studied frequently in connection with astronomical imaging and airborne radars. Therefore most image restoration methods encountered in the
literature assume a stationary object, e.g., a star or a piece of land. In this paper the problem of interferometric measurements of slowly moving or deforming objects in the presence of air disturbances and
vibrations is discussed. Measurement noise is reduced by postprocessing the data with a digital noise
suppression filter that uses a reference noise signal measured on a small stationary plate inserted in the
field of view. The method has proven successful in reducing noise in the vicinity of the reference point
where the size of the usable area depends on the degree of spatial correlation in the noise, which in turn
depends on the spatial scales present in the air turbulence. Vibrations among the optical components in
the setup tend to produce noise that is highly correlated across the field of view and is thus efficiently
reduced by the filter. © 2008 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes:
090.2880, 010.7060, 110.0115.

1. Introduction

Optical measurement techniques are frequently used
today in all sorts of industrial applications such as
manufacturing, process monitoring, and product testing. The advantages of interferometric imaging techniques are high precision and that whole deformation
fields (not just single points) are acquired simultaneously. However, interferometric techniques are
seldom used because of their sensitivity to both mechanical vibrations and air disturbances. Much work
has been done on imaging through turbulent media
(mostly the Earth’s atmosphere). In 1970 Labeyrie
[1] invented a technique that gives the diffractionlimited intensity autocorrelation of astronomical objects. The technique was later modified by Gough [2]
to produce intensity images instead of just autocorre0003-6935/08/162971-08$15.00/0
© 2008 Optical Society of America

lations. Atmospheric turbulence is also a major problem in airborne synthetic aperture radar imaging
of the earth. Here it is necessary to measure both
the amplitude and the phase of the incoming light.
Just as with coherent imaging with a real physical
lens-system, the light at a point in a synthetic radar
image can be thought to be a sum of the contributions
from all point-pairs of different separation on the imaginary antenna created as the airplane or satellite
moves in its orbit. Tateiba [3] has shown that atmospheric turbulence lowers the contribution to the total
field for point-pairs of large separation compared with
the nonturbulent case and proposes a spatial filtering
method that raises the amplitude for point-pairs with
high separation. More recently methods have been developed that are capable of dealing with moving objects [4], but the motion needs to be of a simple
form, e.g., constant. All methods just described have
one thing in common; they require the object to be stationary (or at least to have motion of an easy form) on
1 June 2008 / Vol. 47, No. 16 / APPLIED OPTICS
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the timescale of the atmospheric turbulence, which
means that they cannot be directly applied to the case
of interferometric measurement on moving or deforming objects. The purpose of this paper is to develop a
method capable of reducing measurement noise
caused by vibrations and air turbulence in interferometric measurements of a nonstationary object as
shown in Fig. 1. With the help of a spatial carrier
wave, the complex amplitude Uðx; y; tÞ of the object
light is reconstructed by the Fourier filtering method
[5]. The surface displacement between any two times
can then be found simply by comparing the difference
in (unwrapped) phase. However, the turbulent air in
front of the object creates random phase shifts due to
differences in optical path caused by random refractive index variations. To reduce the effects of the random phase variations, the measured data is post
processed with a digital noise interference filter.
The filter measures a reference noise signal on a small
stationary plate that is inserted in the field of view
just in front of the object and uses this to reduce noise
at other points in the image.
2. Theory
A. Describing the Air Turbulence

Some simplifying assumptions regarding the air turbulence will be adopted in this paper. First of all it
will be assumed that there are no particles (e.g.,
smoke or dust) present, which means that absorption
and wide angle scattering are negligible. It will also
be assumed that the imaging optics are deep within
the near-field of the most abundant turbulent eddies
[6], which is the same as saying that scattering can
be neglected so that an incoming light ray is simply
phase-delayed by the medium. The validity of this assumption may be easily verified in practice by performing subimage speckle correlation of intensity
images taken at different times. Now the turbulence
may be characterized by a real valued function,
nðx; y; z; tÞ, that is the refractive index of the air. This
function will, of course, be a random function of both

Fig. 1. Schematic of the problem. An interferometric setup measures the complex amplitude of the light from the object in an image plane as a function of time. The measurement is disturbed by a
region of turbulent air between the object and imaging optics.
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space and time. As shown in Fig. 2, the light from an
object point P1 is assumed to be divided into small
solid angles in which the phase deviation for all light
rays caused by the turbulent air during the propagation to the aperture of the imaging system is the
same. The total complex amplitude U tot ðtÞ at P1 in
the image plane can now be written as the sum of
the contributions from all these solid angles:
U tot ðtÞ≜Atot ðtÞ · ei·ϕtot ðtÞ ¼

X

Aj · ei·ϕj ðtÞ :

ð1Þ

j

The phases ϕj ðtÞ at the entrance pupil (ENP) of the
imaging system for each solid angle are given by
Z
ϕj ðtÞ ¼ k ·

nðx; y; z; tÞds;

ð2Þ

path j

and the amplitudes Aj will only depend on the optical
properties of the object surface and the numerical
aperture of the imaging system. Integration is performed along the centerline of each solid angle. Since
the object surface is rough, there will also be a random
phase constant at each point due to the microstructure of object. But this term will vanish when comparing the phases at different times and is therefore left
out of Eq. (1). Our goal is to determine the statistical
mean and autocorrelation for the total phase ϕtot ðtÞ at
P1 , which can be thought of as a function of nðx; y; z; tÞ
using the unwrapping operator UWfg,



ImðU tot ðtÞÞ
ϕtot ðtÞ ¼ UW tan−1
ReðU tot ðtÞÞ
≜g½ϕ1 ðtÞ; ϕ2 ðtÞ; …; ϕN ðtÞ:

ð3Þ

It will, however, be easier to think of the function in
terms of ϕj ðtÞ, because then the mapping is memoryless (the value of ϕtot ðtÞ at time t depends only on the
value of ϕj ðtÞ at time t) and will be easier to handle
mathematically. From [5] we know that the statistical
mean and autocorrelation of ϕtot ðtÞ can be written in
terms of the first- and second-order joint probability
density function (PDF) for the phases ϕj ðtÞ as

Fig. 2. Connection between the phase changes at an image point
and the refractive index distribution of the turbulent air.

Z
Efϕtot ðtÞg ¼

∞

−∞

Z


∞
−∞

gðϕ1 ; …; ϕN Þ

· f ϕ ðϕ1 ; …; ϕN ; tÞ dϕ1    dϕN ;
Z

Z

∞
gðϕ11 ; …; ϕ1N Þ
−∞
−∞
· gðϕ21 ; …; ϕ2N Þ · f ϕ ðϕ11 ; …; ϕ1N ;
× ϕ21 ; …; ϕ2N ; t1 ; t2 Þ dϕ11    dϕ1N

Efϕtot ðt1 Þ · ϕtot ðt2 Þg ¼

∞

ð4aÞ



· dϕ21    dϕ2N :

ð4bÞ

Hence if the first- and second-order joint PDFs for
ϕj ðtÞ are slowly varying with time, the statistical
mean and autocorrelation of ϕtot ðtÞ at P1 will also have
a slow time variation. It is possible, in principle, to determine the first- and second-order joint PDFs for
ϕj ðtÞ from Eq. (2), but this requires a complete characterization (PDFs of all orders) of nðx; y; z; tÞ, which
is really only a theoretical artifact. But from Eq. (2)
it is easy to calculate two first-order and one secondorder joint moments for ϕj ðtÞ in terms of corresponding moments of nðx; y; z; tÞ, which can be interpreted
physically:
Z
Efϕj ðtÞg ¼ k ·

Efnðx;y;z;tÞgds;
Z
Z
Efnðx1 ;y1 ;z1 ;t1 Þ
Efϕm ðt1 Þ · ϕj ðt2 Þg ¼ k2 ·
path j

path m path j

· nðx2 ;y2 ;z2 ;t2 Þg ds1 ds2 ðm ≠ jÞ;
Z
Z
Efϕj ðt1 Þ · ϕj ðt2 Þg ¼ k2 ·
Efnðx1 ;y1 ;z1 ;t1 Þ
path j path j

· nðx2 ;y2 ;z2 ;t2 Þgds1 ds2 :

ð5Þ

The first moment of Eq. (5) describes how the expected
values of the phases in the various solid angles at the
ENP shown in Fig. 2 vary with time, which is shown to
depend only on the expected values of the refractive
index along the path of the light. If the turbulent
air around the measurement system is in roughly
thermal equilibrium, i.e., there is no large scale stratification of air with different temperature, then it is
reasonable to assume that the expectation value of
nðx; y; z; tÞ at each point is a slowly varying function
of time that changes with the net heating or cooling
of the air. This means that Efϕj ðtÞg will also be a
slowly changing function of time. It will be argued
later that the meaning of “slow” is “slow compared
with the most important frequencies in the object
movement/deformation.” The second moment of
Eq. (5) describes two things. For the time difference
t2 − t1 that maximizes Efϕm ðt1 Þ · ϕj ðt2 Þg, it is a measure of how correlated the phase fluctuations are over
the ENP of the imaging system, which depends on the
spatial scales present in the turbulence (and, of
course, also the distance from the most important turbulent eddies to the ENP). On the other hand, the

time difference itself is interesting because it hints
whether there are global drifts of turbulent eddies
in some direction across the field of view. The spatial
scales and global drifts in the air turbulence will depend on the geometry and temperature distribution of
the objects causing the air disturbance. It is often reasonable to assume that they are changing slowly with
time, which means that for a fix time difference,
t2 − t1 , and two fix points, the value of Efnðx1 ;
y1 ; z1 ; t1 Þ · nðx2 ; y2 ; z2 ; t2 Þg will be a slow function of absolute time (note that the change with time can be due
to both a changing spatial scale and a change in the
global air drift, which alters the time difference for
maximum correlation). This means that Efϕm ðt1 Þ ·
ϕj ðt2 Þg for a fix time difference will also be a slowly
changing function of time. Finally the third moment
in Eq. (5) describes the autocorrelation of the phase
fluctuation in the different solid angles. Using arguments similar to those above, it is clear that for t2 − t1,
the value of the autocorrelation changes slowly with
absolute time. The fact that the first- and secondorder joint moments of ϕj ðtÞ are changing slowly with
time is a good indication that the corresponding firstand second-order joint PDFs are slowly varying functions of time. It would seem highly unlikely that there
could be a systematic cancellation of high-frequency
time variations in the PDFs between different possible numerical outcomes so that the various moments
are still slowly varying functions of time. Thus using
the simple physical interpretable assumptions that
the first and second moments of the refractive index
function are slowly changing with time, we have
reasoned that the first and second moments of the
phase noise are also slowly changing with time,
which will be used to justify assumptions made in
the next sections.
B.

Filter Algorithm

After digital reconstruction has been performed [7],
the result of a measurement is a stack of images
showing the distribution of complex amplitude for
the object wave at different times as described in Section 1. Since the light from the object is a speckle
field, the intensity distribution will vary in a random
manner over each image. When it comes to phase determination, image points, where the intensity happens to be low, are very sensitive to additive noise.
Some of the most important sources of noise are thermal and quantization noise from the detector and additive speckle decorrelation noise due to the in-plane
motion of the object speckle field in front of the objective lens caused either by in-plane motion or out-ofplane tilts of the object. When the spatial resolution
is sufficiently high, a very efficient way of reducing
speckle decorrelation noise is by subimage averaging
as described in [8]. After averaging has been performed, the phase volume needs to be unwrapped.
In the presence of the turbulent air, this is a very difficult task since small scale eddies can cause a rapid
phase variation in both space and time, which
leads to undersampled phase jumps and thus also
1 June 2008 / Vol. 47, No. 16 / APPLIED OPTICS
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unwrapping errors. When pure temporal unwrapping is performed independently at each image point,
these unwrapping errors will propagate in time away
from the poorly sampled regions. To avoid this a
three-dimensional (3D) branch cut unwrapping algorithm, based on the work by Huntley [9], was used.
This algorithm has three majors steps. First the location of the phase singularity points are identified
by calculating the total number of phase discontinuities (phase jumps that are larger than π) in closed
loops around every group of four adjacent pixels in
the phase volume. This number will be zero everywhere except at the location of the phase singularities. In three dimensions it can be shown that the
singularity points will form closed loops in space.
The second step is to create forbidden surfaces within
the phase volume that prevent unwrapping paths
from passing through the loops, thus making the
unwrapping path independent. Finally the phase
volume is unwrapped using a flood-fill type of algorithm that is described in the work by Bone [10].
One of the simplest approaches to filtering a phase
volume is to treat each image point separately, and
the problem thus reduces to that of filtering a single
noisy time sequence. An obvious trouble with this approach is that there is no way of assuring continuity
in the spatial phase distribution at a given time. A
noise reduction filter capable of handling changing
conditions in the noise statistics is the linear Wiener
filter. An excellent review of such filters can be found
in [11], but since the filter coefficients in this paper
are calculated in a somewhat unconventional way,
some of the material is repeated here for completeness. The filter is of the interference type, which
means that it requires access to a noise sequence that
is somewhat correlated with the actual noise in the
sequence to be filtered. When looking at Fig. 2, it is
obvious that, for nearby image points (corresponding
to nearby object points), there will be a high degree of
correlation between phase fluctuations because the
light from these points has passed through almost
the same turbulent eddies on its way to the imaging
optics. By placing a rigid stationary steel grid just in
front of the object to be measured, it is possible to get
several reference points where the measured phase
fluctuations will be due only to the turbulent air.
But since the purpose of this paper is to investigate
how fast the filter performance is decreasing away
from one such reference point, a steel plate placed
at the edge of the field of view will be used instead.
There are two inputs to the filter, one sequence x½k
that is measured on the stationary plate and thus
only contains noise, and one sequence d½k that is
measured at an arbitrary point on the moving plate.
As shown in Fig. 3, d½k can be thought of as the sum
a sequence S½k that is the phase variation due to the
movement of the plate and n½k that is the measurement noise at this point. The sequence d½k is delayed
 L ½k
to half the length of the filter impulse response W
so the filter can handle both positive and negative
time shifts between the reference noise x½k and
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the noise reduction filter.

the noise n½k at some specific point. Since almost
nothing is known about these sequences, they must
be treated as random processes. In many cases it is
reasonable to assume that the movement of the plate
is not affected by the turbulent air. Possible exceptions could be when the object movement is very
large or when the turbulent air is created by a hot
object surface. Such cases will be excluded in this paper. This means that the random process S½k will be
independent from both n½k and x½k. It is easy to
show that the output sequence e½k will be as close
as possible to S½k (for the given filter structure) in
the mean squared error sense when the expectation
value of e2 ½k is minimized for each time k,
Efe2 ½kg ¼ EfS2 ½k − τg þ Efðn½k − τ − y½kÞ2 g þ 2
· EfS½k − τ · ðn½k − τ − y½kÞg:

ð6Þ

Since S½k is statistically independent from both n½k
and y½k, the third term will factor into products of
the individual expectation values of the sequences,
and if all these are assumed to be zero, the third term
will vanish. It will be argued in Section 4 that this
assumption can be at least approximately justified
by applying a weak high-pass frequency filter to the
measurement. The second term is obviously minimized when the mean-squared deviation between
n½k and y½k is as small as possible, which, of course,
is the same thing as saying that the mean-squared deviation between S½k and the filter output sequence
e½k is as small as possible. To get a more compact no L ½k and the imtation, we introduce the data vector X
 L ½k, defined as
pulse response vector W
 L ½k ¼ ½x½k; x½k − 1;    ; x½k − LT ;
X
 L ½k ¼ ½W 0 ½k; W 1 ½k;    ; W L ½k:
W

ð7aÞ

ð7bÞ

Now the sequence y½k can be written as the simple
 L ½k. Minimizing the
 L ½k · W
matrix product y½k ¼ X

expectation value of e½k is done by differentiating
Eq. (3) with respect to all filter coefficients W 0 ½k;    ;
W L ½k and setting the derivatives to zero, which gives a
set of linear equations that can be grouped into the
well-known Wiener equation for the optimum impulse
  ½k [6],
response vector W
L

where the terms on the right-hand side can be calculated recursively for each time step using the relations
 L ½k · X
 T ½k;
RXX1 ½k ¼ λ · RXX1 ½k − 1 þ X
L
RXX2 ½k ¼

 T ½kg · W
  ½k≜RXX ½k · W
  ½k
 L ½k · X
EfX
L
L
L
 L ½kg≜PDX ½k:
¼ Efd½k − τ · X

RXX ½k ≈

N
X

 L ½i · X
 T ½i;
λjk−ij · X
L

ð9aÞ

i¼1

PDX ½k ≈

N
X

 L ½i:
λjk−ij · d½i − τ · X

ð9bÞ

i¼1

It is, in principle, possible to solve Eq. (5) for the opti  ½k by first calculating
mum impulse response W
L
RXX ½k and PDX ½k from their definitions in Eqs. (9)
and using Gaussian elimination, but this will be very
time consuming since it has to be done at each time
step. A faster way is to use recursion as done in [6],
although this yields a transient behavior of the filter
at the beginning because only past values of the input
sequences are used to calculate the correlations. Our
method uses recursion to calculate RXX ½k and PDX ½k
but retains the Gaussian elimination, which means
calculations will be slower but transient behavior is
eliminated since all available samples are used at
all times to estimate the correlations. The filter will
also be noncausal (capable of handling both positive
and negative time shifts between x½k and n½k).
RXX ½k and PDX ½k are calculated by first noting that
RXX ½k ¼

k
X

 L ½i · X
 T ½i þ
λk−i · X
L

i¼1

N
X

 L ½i · X
 T ½i
λi−k · X
L

i¼kþ1

¼ RXX1 ½k þ RXX2 ½k;

 DX ½k ¼
P

k
X
i¼1

ð10aÞ

N
X

 L ½i þ
λk−i · d½i − τ · X

λi−k · d½i − τ

i¼kþ1

 DX1 ½k þ P
 DX2 ½k;
 L ½i ¼ P
·X

ð10bÞ

ð11aÞ

 L ½k;
 DX1 ½k ¼ λ · PDX1 ½k − 1 þ d½k − τ · X
P

ð8Þ

Now the problem is how to determine the matrix
RXX ½k and vector PDX ½k that contain statistical autoand cross correlations from a set of single realizations
of the processes d½k and x½k. As noted earlier the statistical mean and autocorrelation of the noise is slowly
varying, and we will now make the additional assumption that the noise is “locally” ergodic around each
time so its moments can be calculated from suitable
local time averages using a forgetting factor [10] that
reduces the contribution to the sum from samples at
times far away from k,

1
 L ½k · X
 T ½k;
· RXX2 ½k − 1 − X
L
λ

 L ½k:

 DX2 ½k ¼ 1 · P
½k − 1 − d½k − τ · X
P
λ DX2

ð11bÞ

Hence RXX and PDX only need to be calculated from
their definitions at the first time step.The filtering process can be summarized in a simple three step process.
• Preparation: High-pass filter the time sequence of deformation at each image point to reduce
the effect of the third term in Eq. (6) as will be discussed in Section 4.
• At the first time step: Calculate RXX1 ½1,
PDX1 ½1, RXX2 ½1, and PDX2 ½1 from their definitions
in Eqs. (11).
• At all later time steps:
– Calculate RXX1 ½k, PDX1 ½k, RXX2 ½k, and PDX2 ½k
from Eqs. (11), which are then used in Eqs. (10) to
determine RXX ½k and PDX ½k.
  ½k
– Compute the optimum filter coefficients W
L
by Gaussian elimination in Eq. (8).
– Compute the filter output e½k ¼ d½k − τ
 T ½k · W
  ½k. (The time delay τ is equal to half
−X
L
L
the length of the filter impulse response.)
3.

Experimental Setup

In this paper an interferometric setup is used to measure the movement of a steel plate, ∼10 cm2 , that is
rigidly attached in one end while the other end is
moved periodically back and forth using an electromagnet in connection with a signal generator. A schematic sketch of the setup is shown in Fig. 4. The peak
to peak amplitude of the plate motion is ∼1 μm, and it
is driven with a sinusoidal frequency of ∼0:1 Hz. In
front of the plate, a region of air turbulence is created
inside an open box (to restrict the turbulent region)
using a curl tong and a soldering iron placed at right
angles to the moving plate to create more temperature variation across the field of view. The soldering
iron has a very precise temperature control whereas
the curl tong has a high-powered heating element
that is periodically turned on for ∼10 s every minute.
This creates a net heating of the air somewhere in
the measurement. The distance from the camera
to the plate is ∼60 cm and the camera is an air-cooled
12 bit monochromatic PCO sensicam that has a very
good dynamic range but, unfortunately, quite low
sampling frequency, which complicates the phase unwrapping described in the theory part. To increase
the sampling frequency (to ∼22 Hz) only part of
the CCD was used, giving a field of view on the plate
1 June 2008 / Vol. 47, No. 16 / APPLIED OPTICS
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the experimental setup.

of ∼8 cm horizontally and ∼2:5 cm vertically. A negative lens was used to expand the reference beam,
thus producing a virtual point-source in the same
plane as the relay lens aperture as seen from the
camera detector, which enables the use of the Fourier
filtering method [5,7] for the reconstruction of the object wave-field. The laser is a continuous He–Ne laser with approximately 20 mW of output power. To be
able to judge the performance of the filter, one also
needs to know what the actual movement of the plate
really looks like, and for that purpose the motion of
the plate at one specific point is simultaneously measured using a laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV).
4. Results and Discussion

Figure 5 shows an example of a measurement with
the setup just described. The three lines indicate
the location of the reference point (R) on the stationary plate where x½k used by the filter is measured
and two arbitrary points (A and B) with varying distance from R where the filter performance is evaluated. When estimating the statistical correlations in
Eq. (8) with suitable time averages, the filter uses a
forgetting factor as discussed in connection with
Eqs. (9). Choosing the optimum forgetting factor is

Fig. 5. Deformation of the object after 10 s.
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difficult. If it is chosen too small, there will not be
enough time averaging to get a good estimate, and
if it is too large, you will average over regions with
different statistical properties, which will also lead
to a bad estimate. The best choice obviously depends
on how fast the statistical properties of the noise are
changing. Figure 6 shows a plot of the unfiltered deformation measured at point A. In the middle of the
time sequence (at ∼60 s), there is a rather rapid increase in the local time average of the noise because
of the heating element of the curl tong being turned
on. Changes in the local time average of the noise can
be thought of as a change in the expectation value of
the underlying random noise process. In the derivation of the optimum filter impulse response in Eq. (8),
it was assumed that the expectation of both the noise
and the object movement are zero at all points and
for all times. If this is not the case (as in Fig. 6),
the impulse response of Eq. (8) will still be the one
that minimizes power in the filter output sequence,
but since the third term in Eq. (6) is not zero, this
does not mean the output sequence is close to actual
object movement. As shown in the theory part, when
the time variations of the first- and second-order moments of the refractive index are slowly varying with
time, the expectation value of the phase noise will
also have a slow time variation. Suppose that “slow”
in this context is compared to all interesting frequencies in the object displacement. Then it is possible to
apply a weak high-pass filter to the measurement,
which removes the slow changes in the local time
average of the noise. This will remove the time average value from the result, but this is of no consequence since object displacement is measured
relative to the first image, which means that the Dirichlet boundary condition at the first image is
known to be zero. If the object movement has an important slow varying component, it is still possible to
reduce the effect of the third term in Eq. (6) by noting
that both net heating and convection effects involve
large air masses, which means the local time average
in the noise will not change appreciably over the object surface (if the object is not very large). By fitting

Fig. 6. Unfiltered deformation at point A as a function of time
(see Fig. 5) together with the true deformation.

a low degree polynomial function to the noise in R
and then removing this function from all points,
the local time averages of both n½k and y½k will be
approximately zero at all times. Figure 7 shows a
plot of the mean-squared error in phase between
the filtered measurement at point A and the true deformation measured with the LDV as a function of
the forgetting factor of the filter with and without
high-pass filtering. First of all it can be noted that
the deviation of the filtered sequence from the true
sequence is much higher without high-pass filtering.
As previously discussed this is because of the influence of the third term of Eq. (6), which has to be reduced to get good results. It can also be noted that the
optimum value of the forgetting factor changes from
∼0:9998 in the filtered case to ∼0:992 in the unfiltered case. This is because it is possible to have a
longer time averaging when the statistics (expectation value) of the noise is changing slower. Choosing
a good length of the filter impulse response [L in
Eq. (8)] is also of great importance. Increasing the
length will increase the computational time, whereas
a length too short will render the filter incapable of
compensating for time shifts between the noise in the
point to be filtered and the reference noise. A longer
impulse response will always give smaller output energy in the sequence e½k, but, as shown in Fig. 8, this
does not necessarily mean that the sequence is closer
to the true deformation. The reason for this is that
there will always be errors in the estimation of the
correlations in Eqs. (9). For higher lags these correlations should usually be very small and, hence, require longer time averages to achieve the same
relative accuracy as shorter lags. Experiments have
shown that time shifts in the noise between different
points is usually very small. When looking at Fig. 2,
it is clear that a time shift between two image points
due to the movement of turbulent eddies can only
happen if the ray fans from the corresponding object
points have a very low overlap. So the absence of time
shifts could be because turbulent eddies that are
small compared with the ray fans change shape or

Fig. 7. MSE between the filtered measurement and true deformation as a function of the forgetting factor of the filter with
and without prefiltering.

disperse much faster than they drift, leading to a decorrelation instead of a time shift. Figures 9 and 10
show the deformation after filtering at points A
and B, respectively. The impulse response length
was seven samples and the forgetting factor 0.9998
(prefiltering was used). At point A the signal to noise
ratio was ∼0:13 before filtering and ∼3:3 after filtering. The corresponding signal to noise ratios at B was
0.038 before filtering and 0.86 after filtering, where
the decreased performance is due to decorrelation between the noise at B and the reference noise at R.
Note the two spikes at ∼27 and 50 s in Fig. 9 that
are due to unwrapping errors and that lower the signal to noise ratio significantly. Figure 11 illustrates
in more detail how the performance of the filter varies with the distance from R. It shows the energy in
n½k, which is estimated by subtracting the LDV measurement from S½k, as a function of the distance from
R. Apparently there is some increase in the noise level away from R. At some points along the line away
from R, there have been unwrapping errors (the
spikes shown in Fig. 9), which have been manually
removed to avoid sudden jumps in the noise energy
curve. Figure 11 also shows the corresponding noise
energy after filtering, which is fairly constant close to
R but increases rapidly at larger distances. Finally
the ratio between the two noise energies is plotted
since it is a good measure of how much the filter
has improved the measurement at a certain point.
As seen in the figure, there is actually an increase
in filter performance away from R at the beginning.
This is because the noise is still very correlated in
this region and, at the same time, the noise level
is initially increasing away from R. Since the filter
can adjust for differences in noise amplitude, it
can remove more noise energy from points of initially
higher noise content. However, as the distance from
R becomes large, the decorrelation in the noise
will eventually lower the filter performance again.
Figure 11 is thus also a measure of how large the correlation area is for the most important turbulent eddies. As previously mentioned there is a problem
with assuring the filtered measurement will be

Fig. 8. MSE between the filtered measurement and true deformation as a function of the impulse response length of the filter.
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Fig. 9. Filtered deformation at A as a function of time together
with the true deformation.

smooth in space at each time because each point is
filtered separately. However, the filter has proven
very efficient at removing noise due to vibrations
in the experimental setup, which tends to be highly
correlated across the field of view.
5. Conclusions

We have considered the problem of interferometric
measurements of moving and deforming objects in
the presence of air turbulence and vibrations. Measurement noise has been reduced by postprocessing
the data with a digital noise interference filter that
uses a reference noise sequence measured on a small
stationary plate that is inserted just in front of the object to reduce the noise at other image points. The
method has proven successful in reducing measurement noise in a region around the reference point
where there is a significant correlation in the noise.
The size of this region depends on the sizes of the most
important turbulent eddies in the turbulence, which,
in turn, depends on the geometry and temperature of
the objects causing the turbulence. Experiments have
shown that sharp, hot objects such as the flame of a
candle produce much smaller eddies than a coarse,
cool object such as a curl tong. When looking at Fig. 2,

Fig. 10. Filtered deformation at B as a function of time together
with the true deformation.
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Fig. 11. Noise energy before and after filtering as a function of
the distance from R. Energies are normalized so the maximum values are one. Also shown is the ratio of the noise energy after filtering to that before filtering (also normalized).

it is also obvious that the closer the turbulent region is
to the object, the smaller the correlated region in the
image will be because the ray fans are more expanded.
The time sequence of object movement and deformation at each image point is filtered separately without
any continuity condition between neighboring points
(the filter is designed for good performance over short
time intervals). Therefore at a single time instance, it
is likely that the filter will introduce small discontinuities between closely spaced image points. Future
work will therefore include a 3D filter implementation to avoid this problem.
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We describe a method of measuring spatiotemporal (ST) structure and covariance functions of the phase
fluctuations in a collimated light beam propagated through a region of refractive index turbulence. The
measurements are performed in a small wind tunnel, in which a turbulent temperature field is created
using heated wires at the inlet of the test section. A collimated sheet of light is sent through the channel,
and the phase fluctuations across the sheet are measured. The spatial phase structure function can be
estimated from a series of images captured at an arbitrary frame rate by spatial phase unwrapping,
whereas the ST structure function requires a time resolved measurement and a full three-dimensional
unwrapping. The measured spatial phase structure function shows agreement with the Kolmogorov
theory with a pronounced inertial subrange, which is taken as a validation of the method. Because of
turbulent mixing in the boundary layers close to the walls of the channel, the flow will not obey the Taylor
hypothesis of frozen turbulence. This can be clearly seen in the ST structure function calculated in a
coordinate system that moves along with the bulk flow. At zero spatial separation, this function should
always be zero according to the Taylor hypothesis, but due to the mixing effect there will be a growth in
the structure function with increasing time difference depending on the rate of mixing. © 2010 Optical
Society of America
OCIS codes:
030.7060, 030.4280.

1. Introduction

Imaging through turbulent media has been frequently studied in the literature. The resolution of astronomical and satellite images, for example, is severely
degraded by random temperature variations in the
atmosphere, and algorithms have been developed
to improve the quality of such images. Turbulent
air can also be a problem when using ground-based
interferometric measurement techniques, such as
digital holography, to capture long time sequences
of a moving or deforming object. In this case, two additional complications arise. First of all, the absolute
value of the phase distortion in the object wave becomes important. Also, since the object is continu0003-6935/10/081314-09$15.00/0
© 2010 Optical Society of America
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ously moving or deforming, it is not possible to
capture a long sequence of images and use “ensemble
averaging” techniques such as speckle imaging [1,2].
One way of reducing the effects of phase noise in such
a measurement would be to use a digital spatiotemporal (ST) noise reduction filter, but this requires knowledge of the ST statistics of the phase
fluctuations. Yamauchi and Hibino have studied
the temporal statistics of the phase fluctuations in
interferometric measurements performed on a small
lens mold during processing in a grinding machine
[3]. In this case, the measured object was so small
that there was almost no spatial variation in the
noise due to air fluctuations. When measuring larger
objects, the spatial variations in the noise cannot be
ignored [4], and full ST statistics are required. This
article describes a method for measuring ST phase
structure and covariance functions for the case of

temperature fluctuations, that have at least stationary time increments, using high-speed digital
holographic interferometry. Nonstationary fluctuations, such as those generated during heat molding,
are difficult to deal with and will be excluded. The
method is applied to the relatively simple case of
quasihomogeneous/isotropic turbulence generated
in a wind tunnel for which the Kolmogorov theory applies. Thus, it is possible to verify the method against
the theory. The article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes both the measurement setup and
the wind tunnel for creating the refractive index fluctuations. Section 3 contains a short summary of theoretical expressions for phase structure functions in
a locally inhomogeneous/isotropic medium. Section 4
describes how the phase structure and covariance
functions are estimated from the measured phase
volume. Section 5 shows some of the measurement
results and a comparison with the theory of Section 3. Section 6 discusses what conclusions can be
drawn from this work.
2. Experimental Setup

There are many ways to generate a turbulent temperature variation in a flow of air. A common approach is to force the air through a grid, which
tends to give turbulence with good homogeneity
and isotropy properties. The problem with grid turbulence is that it is difficult to produce turbulence
with an inertial subrange in their energy spectra.
This is because the Reynolds number associated with
the grid needs to be very high, which, according to
the work of Corrsin [5], is difficult to achieve in a conventional smaller sized wind tunnel. A way around
this problem is to use an active grid, which has been
done by many authors [6]. Another way of achieving
a turbulent flow is to stir an otherwise laminar flow
in a random manner using different kinds of moving
“wings” upstream of the test section, as done by
Makita [7]. Turbulence can also be produced in the
bulk air flow inside a wind tunnel, provided the
Reynolds number is high enough. This is not an ideal
solution because a very long test section is required
for the turbulence to get reasonably homogeneous,
and this also means that large turbulent boundary
layers will form. But as noted by Strohbehn [8],
the temperature fluctuations tend to homogenize
at a faster rate than the velocity fluctuations, and,
therefore, this approach is not as bad as it might
seem. Indeed, Magee and Welsh [9] have succeeded
in constructing a small desktop flow channel with a
very short test section that produced relatively
homogeneous refractive index disturbances with
an inertial subrange covering about an order of magnitude in spatial frequencies. In this article we have
used a wind tunnel with a test section of about 1 m to
generate boundary layers that are large enough to
cause significant violation of the frozen turbulence
hypothesis and, thus, nontrivial ST statistics.
Figure 1 shows a sketch of the experimental setup.
The light source is a continuous Nd:YAG laser with

Fig. 1. Sketch of the experimental setup: λ=2, half-wave plate; P,
thin film polarizer; CL1 and CL2, cylindrical lenses; L1, L2, and
L3, ordinary single lenses; D, diffuser plate; BS, beam splitter
cube; and CMOS, high-speed camera.

an output power of about 0:4 W. This amount of
power is necessary to reach the very low exposures
times necessary to freeze the motion of the air in
the wind tunnel. Light from the laser is split into
a reference beam and an object beam using a halfwave plate (λ=2) and a thin film polarizer (P) so that
the relative intensity of the two beams can be adjusted. The object beam is expanded into a thin sheet,
parallel to the direction of the air flow, using two cylindrical lenses and collimated using the positive
lens (L1). The collimated light sheet is sent through
a pair of rotatable slits, 85 mm wide, in the channel to
an optical diffuser plate on the other side of the channel, which is imaged onto the detector of a high-speed
camera (Redlake MotionPro HS-X3). Because of the
random refractive index variations in the channel,
there will be random variations in the phase over
the light sheet incident on the diffuser plate. The
smallest spatial variations in phase on the diffuser
plate will correspond to the smallest refractive index
inhomogeneities. It is important to adjust the width
of the light sheet so that the imaging system can resolve these variations, and this is what, in practice,
will limit the maximum width of the light sheet.
Because the random intensity variations, due to
the speckles in the object light, create points with
a very uncertain phase, it is necessary to average
the phase over a region that contains several speckles. This means that the resolution of the imaging
system will decrease, and, thus, the maximum width
of the light sheet will be smaller. The reference light
is sent through a fiber (F) and expanded using a negative lens (L3). Reconstruction of the holograms is
done using the Fourier filtering method [10,11].
The wind tunnel shown in Fig. 2 is homebuilt and
composed of the following parts: First is a settling
chamber (S) made of straws and a metallic grid that

Fig. 2. Sketch of the wind tunnel used to produce the turbulent
air: S, settling chamber; C, contraction cone; HW, heated canthal
wires inside the test section—T; RS, rotatable slits; DI, air diffuser;
and F, fan.
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breaks down large turbulent eddies in the outside
air. Next is a contraction cone (C), where the cross
section of the flow is gradually decreased to that of
the test section (10 × 40 cm). At the start of the test
section is a small strip of sandpaper to aid the transition to a turbulent flow. This will also speed up the
transition from laminar to turbulent boundary layer
growth. Next to the sandpaper are five heated
canthal wires (HW), which provide an initial large
scale temperature variation that is successively broken down by the velocity fluctuations. After the test
section is an air diffuser (DI) to lower the air velocity
at the fan. The object light sheet is sent through a
pair of rotatable slits (RS) that are positioned
90 cm from the inlet of the test section. The width
of the slits is 85 mm, which limits the size of the object light sheet. In our experiments, the light sheet
was aligned with the direction of the flow. The flow
is driven by a commercial 135 W ventilation fan
(F) with a speed range of 450 to 1260 rpm, corresponding to a velocity range of 2:7–8:2 m=s in the test
section. The optical components are mounted on an
air damped optical table with the channel running
10 cm above it, without being in direct contact to
avoid excessive transfer of vibrations.
3. Theory

Light propagation in locally homogeneous/isotropic
media has been extensively studied in the literature
[12–14]. The following is meant as a short summary
of the theoretical results that are important in this
article. Figure 3 shows the geometry of the light propagation problem.
An initially plane wave enters a region of refractive index fluctuations, described by nðx; y; z; tÞ, and
propagates a distance L through the disturbed region. The phase distribution ϕðx; y; tÞ finally appears
in the xy plane. It is fortunate that the structure
function of ϕðx; y; tÞ is the same, regardless of the
length of propagation [15]. This means that it is possible to imagine the light rays as being perfectly
straight, as in Fig. 3. In noninterferometric imaging

Fig. 3. Light propagation geometry. The refractive index fluctuations in the turbulent region of size L are nðx; y; z; tÞ, and ϕðx; y; tÞ
are the phase fluctuations of the wave in the detector plane. ρ is
the vector between two general points P1 and P2 in the detection
plane with coordinates ðx1 ; y1 Þ and ðx2 ; y2 Þ.
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through turbulent media, there is a distinct advantage of using structure functions instead of correlation functions to describe the phase fluctuations
because the turbulent structures that are large compared to the pupil of the imaging system do not cause
any significant image degradation. These large
structures are the ones that are most dependent
on the geometry of the turbulent flow. By subtracting
the phase fluctuations in two nearby points [see
Eq. (1)], the effect of the structures that are much larger than the separation of these two points will be
approximately cancelled out and the fluctuations will
be more homogeneous and isotropic. Therefore, most
of the theoretical work on phase fluctuations being
published has concentrated on these structure functions. It will be assumed that the mean of ϕðx; y; tÞ
changes slowly with time compared with the random
fluctuations [ϕðx; y; tÞ is said to have stationary time
increments] and also compared to all time differences
used in the ST structure function. Even though the
strength of the turbulence can change over time, it is
customary, at least in the atmospheric literature, to
exclude the time dependence of the phase structure
function. In this case the spatial structure function
S
Dϕ can be expressed as [12]
S

Dϕ ðx1 ; y1 ; x2 ; y2 Þ ¼ h½ϕðx1 ; y1 ; tÞ − ϕðx2 ; y2 ; tÞ2 i; ð1Þ

where hi is the expectation value operator. In the case
of a locally homogeneous/isotropic flow with constant
fluctuation strength, S Dϕ will only depend on ρ, the
distance between points P1 and P2 , and have a simple functional form independent of the flow geometry
[12]:
S
S

Dϕ ðρÞ ¼ 2:91 · k2 · C2n · L · ρ5=3
Dϕ ðρÞ ¼ 3:44 · k2 · C2n · L ·

−1=3
l0

l0 ≪ ρ ≪ L 0
· ρ2

ρ ≪ l0 :

ð2Þ

Here k is the vacuum wavenumber of the light and l0
is the inner scale of the refractive index fluctuations
(roughly speaking, the size of the smallest inhomogeneities). The region l0 ≪ ρ ≪ L0 is called the inertial subrange because for turbulent eddies of this size,
inertial forces dominate over viscous forces. The region ρ ≪ l0 is called the dissipative range because turbulent eddies of this size are rapidly dispersed by
viscous forces. The structure constant C2n is a measure
of the strength of the refractive index fluctuations. In
cases where the fluctuation strength varies slowly
with time, it is customary to include this time dependence in C2n [13]. Here it is assumed that C2n is constant
along the whole propagation path. If this is not true,
C2n must be replaced by an integral over the propagation path [15]. In our experiments it is the first equation in (2) that will be used to validate the method. In
the same way as in Eq. (1), the ST phase structure
function ST Dϕ can be expressed as
ST

Dϕ ðx1 ; y1 ; x2 ; y2 ; τÞ ¼ h½ϕðx1 ; y1 ; tÞ
− ϕðx2 ; y2 ; t þ τÞ2 i:

ð3Þ

Assuming for the moment that the Taylor hypothesis of frozen turbulence holds perfectly, the refractive index inhomogeneities will simply move across
the region of detection in the xy plane at the bulk flow
velocity V0 without evolving or mixing. The effect of
the V 0z velocity component parallel to the light propagation direction in Fig. 3 is simply to decrease the
correlation between the phase fluctuations at P1 and
P2 because during time τ, some turbulent eddies will
have drifted out of the propagation path being replaced by others. As argued by Tatarskii [13], this
decorrelation effect is usually not important because
for long propagation lengths it takes a very long time
difference before the effect becomes noticeable, and,
by that time, movement perpendicular to the flow
will in general be so large that the fluctuations at
the two points will be fully decorrelated anyway.
However, when doing experiments where the observation area is large and propagation lengths are
rather small (e.g., to study turbulent mixing in a free
flow), this effect can become important. Ignoring the
effect of the flow parallel to the light propagation
direction, the ST phase structure function is
ST

Dϕ ðρ; τÞ ¼ S Dϕ ðjρ − V0⊥ · τjÞ;

ð4Þ

where V0⊥ is the component of the bulk flow velocity
in the xy plane (detector plane) in Fig. 3, and ρ is the
vector from ðx1 ; y1 Þ to ðx2 ; y2 Þ. The Taylor hypothesis
can, of course, never be strictly valid because there
will always be a small random velocity fluctuation
in the flow (otherwise there would be no random temperature variations to begin with). When there is
mixing of the turbulent eddies, the ST structure function ST Dϕ ðV0⊥ · τ; τÞ will not be zero for all τ, as suggested by Eq. (4). Physically ST Dϕ ðV0⊥ · τ; τÞ can be
interpreted as the structure function with zero spatial separation calculated in a coordinate system that
moves along with the flow. In the case of a channel
flow, there are two sources of mixing: the deterministic mixing due to a nonuniform bulk velocity and the
random velocity fluctuations. Once the ST structure
function has been measured, it is easy to determine
the velocity component V0⊥ by finding the separation
ρmin that minimizes Dϕ ðρ; τÞ for a given τ:
V0⊥ ¼

ρmin
:
τ

covariance function will depend on absolute coordinates. Since there is no simple theory for the coarse
refractive index variation, the covariance function
will be expressed only in terms of the measured
phase distribution ϕðx; y; tÞ. To enable the estimation
of the covariance function from a single measured
phase volume, it must be assumed that ϕðx; y; tÞ is
wide sense stationary in time with zero mean
Cϕ ðx1 ; y1 ; x2 ; y2 ; τÞ ¼ hϕðx1 ; y1 ; tÞ · ϕðx2 ; y2 ; t þ τÞi: ð6Þ
For the simple case of a homogeneous/isotropic refractive index turbulence, the relationship between
the covariance and the structure functions is
Cϕ ðρ; τÞ ¼

1
· ½Dϕ ð∞; ∞Þ − Dϕ ðρ; τÞ;
2

ð7Þ

where ρ is the distance between the points ðx1 ; y1 Þ
and ðx2 ; y2 Þ. It should be mentioned that Vecherin
et al. [16–18] have successfully used homogeneous
and isotropic Gaussian ST covariance functions to
approximately describe the full three-dimensional
temperature field of a limited region of the atmosphere for recording acoustic tomography images of
temperature inhomogeneities. Acoustics is, in many
aspects, a more complicated field because, due to the
relatively long wavelengths, it is never possible to
use geometrical approximations as in Fig. 3.
4. Estimation of Statistics from the Measured
Phase Volume

The procedure for estimating the spatial structure
function, ST structure function, and covariance function for the phase fluctuations is illustrated in Fig. 4.
When estimating the spatial phase structure function, the camera can be run at a relatively low frame
rate so that the phase noise in the different images
are fairly independent. This will reduce the amount
of data necessary to get a good estimate. The random
phase contribution from the diffuser plate is compensated for by capturing a reference image before the
wind tunnel is switched on and then multiplying
all of the measured complex amplitude distributions
with the complex conjugate of this reference image.
Figure 4 shows a sketch of part of a measured phase

ð5Þ

In noninterferometric imaging, the phase structure function is sufficient information to determine
the image degradation (long and short exposure optical transfer function of the atmosphere). But in an
interferometric measurement, the lower spatial frequencies of the refractive index turbulence are just
as important as the higher frequencies, and, hence,
it would be desirable to determine the phase covariance function instead. Unfortunately, these coarse
refractive index variations are highly dependent
on the flow geometry and, therefore, usually not
homogeneous and isotropic, which means that the

Fig. 4. Part of a measured phase volume where A, B, C, and D are
phase elements at different points in the image.
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volume. The spatial phase structure function was
first estimated using Eq. (1), i.e., it was not initially
assumed that the flow was locally homogeneous/
isotropic. For a pair of points (AB), this means that
only temporal averaging was performed. Since it is
only the phase difference between the two points that
is important, it is possible to use a two-dimensional
spatial unwrapping of each image separately. In our
experiment, we used only a sheet of light, and, hence,
the phase volume had only one spatial dimension,
and a simple one-dimensional unwrapping between
the points was sufficient, as illustrated by the solid
box around the AB point pair. If, as in our measurement, the fluctuations turn out to be locally homogeneous/isotropic, then all pairs of point with the same
separation, e.g., AB, CD, AC, and BD, can be used in
the averaging.
The ST structure and covariance functions need to
be estimated from a measurement in which the
phase fluctuations are resolved in time. Here another
procedure was chosen to remove the random phase
contribution from the diffuser plate. The time sequence at each measurement point is unwrapped independently and then adjusted against each other by
removing the average value of each sequence. This is
possible because the measurement time is much
longer than the longest characteristic phase fluctuation time. This method was chosen because it both
removes the effects of the diffuser plate and the need
to perform a difficult and time-consuming threedimensional unwrapping. When studying selfconvective flows, where the fluctuation times can be
very long, it is necessary to use the previous method
for removing the effects of the diffuser plate together
with a real three-dimensional unwrapping procedure. The procedure for estimating the ST structure
function is then completely analog to the spatial case
except that one of the phase elements in Fig. 4 is taken from a later image. As mentioned in connection
with Eq. (6), the covariance cannot always be estimated from a single phase volume, such as that in
Fig. 4. Because the measured phase ϕðx; y; tÞ is usually not homogeneous/isotropic, it needs to be wide
sense stationary in time, otherwise no averaging
at all is possible in the phase volume. This is a reasonable assumption for a stationary channel flow
such as that used in our experiment, but it does not
hold for the very important class of self-convective
flows. However we have previously, with some success, used a method of local time averaging [19] to
estimate the temporal correlation of the phase fluctuations in such a flow, and this method can easily be
extended to the ST case. Even in a relatively stable
channel flow, there will be slow variations in the statistics of the refractive index fluctuations because the
air entering the wind tunnel is not of perfect uniform
temperature. It also takes quite a long time for the
heated part of the channel to reach thermal equilibrium, which can cause a slow net heating of the
air through the channel. To decrease the time variations in the phase data due to these effects, the data
1318
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is filtered with a high-pass frequency filter with a
lower cutoff of 0:5 Hz. Since is takes the air 0.3–1 s
to pass the channel (depending on fan speed), this filtering should not remove any effects on the flow originating from the geometry of the channel. Choosing
an appropriate frame rate can be done by looking at
the temporal spectra of the phase fluctuations.
Assuming that the Taylor hypothesis holds, the
temporal spectral density W ϕ depends only on the
one-dimensional spatial spectral density V ϕ of the
phase and the magnitude of the bulk flow velocity
v0⊥ ¼ jV0⊥ j perpendicular to the light propagation
according to [13]
W ϕ ðf Þ ¼

 
1
f
· Vϕ
;
v0⊥
v0⊥

ð8Þ

where f is the temporal frequency. The effects of turbulent mixing of eddies will manifest itself mostly for
low time frequencies, which means that it plays no
role in estimating the bandwidth. The highest spatial frequency will approximately be that corresponding to the inner scale size (∼1=l0 ), which can be
estimated from the spatial structure function. Hence,
from Eq. (8) the highest time frequency will be
f max ≈

v0⊥
:
l0

ð9Þ

Since most of the energy in the spatial fluctuations is
concentrated to lower frequencies, it may not be necessary to choose the sampling frequency as high as
2f max in an actual experiment. In our experiments,
the sampling frequency was chosen to be just over
f max .
5.

Results and Discussion

Figures 5 and 6 show the estimated spatial phase
structure functions for flow velocities of 8.2 and
2:7 m=s, respectively, in the test section. The structure function was first estimated using Eq. (1) to
check that the flow really was locally homogeneous/
isotropic across a 15 mm wide light sheet, which is
aligned with the flow. The spatial resolution was
about 0:07 mm, which was also the height of the
sheet. According to the work of Magee and Welsh
[9], this should be well below the inner scale size.
They used a channel of similar geometry and flow
speeds, and their measurements showed inner scale
sizes of about 0:4–1 mm. The sampling rate was
100 Hz, which means that the air will have moved
about 46 mm between each image so that the phase
fluctuations will be fairly independent. The exposure
time was 30 μs, which corresponds to a movement of
the air of 0:25 mm and 81 μm, respectively, during the
exposure. This motion is below the inner scale size,
and, hence, the effect of spatial averaging during the
exposure should be negligible. The total number of
images used in the averaging was 15,000. The
amount of power generated in the heated wires
was 600 W and 400 W, respectively. Also plotted in

Fig. 5. Spatial phase structure function with a flow velocity of 8:2 m=s. The power generated in the heated wires was 600 W. Also shown
are theoretical curves fitted from Eq. (2) with C2n ¼ 3:8 × 10−11 m−2=3 and l0 ≈ 0:5 mm.

Figs. 5 and 6 are curves fitted from Eq. (2) for the
inertial subrange and dissipative range, respectively.
The structure constant C2n is estimated by fitting a
ρ5=3 function to the central part of the measured
curve. Typical daytime near ground values of C2n in
the outside air are in the range 10−17 < C2n < 10−12 ,
which is about 10 − 106 weaker than the fluctuation
strength inside the wind tunnel in our experiments
[8]. It is possible, in principle, to estimate the inner
scale size by using the value of C2n and fitting a ρ2
function to the first part of the measured curve. In
many cases, such as astronomical imaging, the resolution of the detector might not be sufficient to allow
this, as the collecting aperture is often very large
compared to l0 . Therefore, it is customary to define
the inner scale size as the value of the separation
ρ where the measured curve starts to deviate from
the fitted ρ5=3 function [9]. For a small separation
(ρ < l0 ), the measured curves tend to curve upward

instead of downward, as suggested by the dissipative
range theory [see Eq. (2)]. We believe that this deviation is due to the large boundary layers close to the
wall of the channel, which contains more fine structures than the bulk flow. The random measurement
noise in the detection process has been estimated to
be less than 10−3 (rad2 ) and should not affect the
shape of the curves. The displacement of the turbulent eddies, due to the bulk flow velocity during the
exposure time, should have the effect of smoothing
the spatial phase variations, so that the measured
curves in Figs. 5 and 6 should tend to curve downward in the dissipative range. The random displacement of eddies due to the turbulent velocity
fluctuations could have the opposite effect of increasing spatial phase variation. But since the random velocity fluctuations are typically only a few percent of
the bulk velocity, this effect should be negligible
during the short exposure time.

Fig. 6. Spatial phase structure function with a flow velocity of 2:7 m=s. The power generated in the heated wires was 400 W. Also shown
are theoretical curves fitted from Eq. (2) with C2n ¼ 3:4 × 10−11 m−2=3 and l0 ≈ 0:5 mm.
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Figure 7(a) shows an estimated ST phase structure
function for three different time delays. The flow velocity in the test section was 4:6 m=s. This velocity
was measured using a sensitive Pitot tube, but it
can also be very accurately estimated from Eq. (5).
The structure function was first estimated using
Eq. (3) to verify that the flow really is locally homogeneous/isotropic across the 56 mm wide light sheet,
which is aligned with the flow. In this case the spatial
resolution is about 0:26 mm, which might not be adequate to really resolve the smallest structures, but
from Figs. 5 and 6 , we know that there is a good
agreement with the Kolmogorov theory, so that result need not be repeated here. The sampling rate
was 10 kHz, which is to be compared with the highest
temporal frequencies estimated as 9 kHz using
Eq. (9) with l0 ≈ 0:5 mm and v0⊥ ¼ 4:6 m=s. As mentioned in connection with Eq. (9), this apparent undersampling is probably not important because most
of the fluctuation energy is contained in the larger
spatial structures (lower temporal frequencies).
The exposure time was 30 μs, which corresponds to
a movement of the air of 0:14 mm, which is well below
the inner scale size. Because of the high sampling
rate necessary to resolve the fluctuations in time
combined with the need to average over many
independent fluctuations, the necessary number of
images required to get a reasonable estimate becomes very high. In this case, the total number of
images was 104791 (limited by the camera memory).
The amount of power generated in the heated wires
was 0:45 kW. The width of the structure function can
be thought of as the size of the “correlation cells” in
the flow. If this size is divided by the flow speed, a
characteristic phase fluctuation time is attained.
Defining the width of the correlation function as
the 1=e width, this fluctuation time is about 3 ms
in this case. Figure 7(b) shows the phase covariance
function estimated from the same measurement. It
was first estimated using Eq. (6), but as it turned

out the flow was very homogeneous along the 56 mm
light sheet, and so the covariance function is simply a
function of the magnitude of the separation along
this sheet. For a homogeneous/isotropic flow, the relationship between the structure and covariance
functions is given by Eq. (7). Figure 7(b) also shows
the theoretical covariance function calculated from
the structure function in Fig. 7(a) using Eq. (7).
Had the slit been rotated 90 deg, there would have
been larger variations in the statistics along the light
sheet, and there would have been a larger difference
between the theoretical (homogeneous/isotropic) and
measured covariance functions. But because the fluctuations are wide sense stationary in time, it would
still have been possible to use Eq. (6) to estimate the
covariance function. Note that as mentioned in
Section 4, the phase data have been high-pass filtered to remove the slow phase fluctuations due to
random variations in the temperature of the air entering the wind tunnel. These fluctuations are too
slow to significantly affect the structure function
for the short time difference used. The covariance
function, on the other hand, is affected by fluctuations of all frequencies and requires that the phase
fluctuations are strictly wide sense stationary in
time. Therefore, had the phase data not been highpass filtered, there would have been a larger difference between the two curves in Fig. 7(b).
As mentioned in the introduction, the main purpose of estimating the ST statistics of the phase fluctuations is to use them in combination with an ST
noise reduction filter to postprocess measurements
of object deformation/movement performed in a disturbed environment. When calculating, for example,
the ST phase covariance function from such a measurement, the result will be the sum of the ST covariance function of the object and the air. If the object
motion does not exactly match the bulk flow velocity
of the air, the covariance functions of the air and
object will, for sufficiently large time differences,

Fig. 7. (a) ST phase structure and (b) covariance function for a flow velocity of 4:6 m=s. The amount of power generated in the heated wires
was 0:45 kW.
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be separated. When looking at Fig. 7(b) it is obvious
that the shape of the covariance function of the air for
small time differences could be estimated from the
corresponding covariance function for a larger time
difference. Hence the bulk flow of the air (which exists even in self-convective flows) can be used to separate the covariance functions of the object and air.
Figure 8 shows a plot of ST Dϕ ðV0⊥ · τ; τÞ as a function of time difference for a flow speed of 2:7 m=s in
the test section. The largest allowable time difference is limited by the flow velocity and the size of
the observation region. The rapid growth at the
end is because ST Dϕ ðV0⊥ · τ; τÞ is calculated for a given τ simply as the minimum value of ST Dϕ ðρ; τÞ over
all separations ρ in the observation region. When the
separation V0⊥ · τ is larger than the size of the observation region, this value will not be equal to the minimum value taken over all possible separations. For
small time delays most of the growth in ST Dϕ ðV0⊥ ·
τ; τÞ is likely to be due to the rapid mixing of eddies
inside the boundary layers. The exact shape of
ST D ðV
0⊥ · τ; τÞ as a function of τ will depend on
ϕ
the size distribution of eddies in the boundary layer,
the variation in fluctuation strength across the
boundary layer, and the velocity profile. For large
time delays the contribution from the boundary
layers to ST Dϕ ðV0⊥ · τ; τÞ will eventually settle toward
a constant value (equal to twice the phase variance
over the layer). The effect of the turbulent mixing inside the bulk flow will then be the dominant contribution to the growth of ST Dϕ ðV0⊥ · τ; τÞ. In this region
the growth will depend on the magnitude of the random velocity fluctuation compared to the mean flow
velocity. Using an array of cameras, it would be possible, in principle, to follow the flow for a long enough
time to be able to see how ST Dϕ ðV0⊥ · τ; τÞ behaves in
this region. But because the range of time delays is
very limited in Fig. 8, it is difficult to draw any
quantitative conclusions from it. Finally, it would
be interesting in the future to investigate whether
it is possible to determine the change in shape of
ST
Dϕ ðρ; τÞ as a function of ρ with increasing time de-

lay τ from the curve in Fig. 8 alone, at least for a given
type of flow. The reason is that finding the maximum
value on the surface ST Dϕ ðρ; τÞ for different time
delays τ can be implemented as an optimization problem, which takes much less time to solve than having to calculate the entire ST Dϕ ðρ; τÞ function for all
possible separations ρ (in the observation region)
and time delays τ.
6.

Conclusions

Interferometric measurement techniques, such as digital holographic interferometry, require that the
phase disturbances due to temperature inhomogeneities in the surrounding air do not change during the
time of the measurement. This is a problem when
performing a time-resolved measurement of the
movement or deformation of an object over a time
that is longer than the fluctuation time of the inhomogeneities. Since the object is continually changing,
it is not possible to use classical image enhancement
techniques, such as speckle imaging [1,2], to reduce
noise in the measurement. Using a digital noise reduction filter is possible but requires that some statistics of the phase fluctuations are known. In this
article we have developed a method for estimating
ST phase structure and covariance functions in a turbulent air flow using high-speed digital holographic
interferometry.
The method has been applied to the case of locally
homogeneous/isotropic refractive index turbulence
generated in a small wind tunnel. The measured
structure functions show good agreement with the
Kolmogorov theory, which is taken as a validation
of the method. It is also shown that the ST structure
function contains information about the bulk flow velocity and the turbulent mixing of eddies inside the
flow. For the case of measuring an object deformation/movement in the presence of refractive index
fluctuations, a method of separating the ST statistics
of the object and air is also suggested.
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A digital holographic interferometry setup used to measure radial vibrations along a rotating shaft is
presented. A continuous Nd:YAG laser and a high-speed digital camera are used for recording the holograms. The shaft was polished optically smooth to avoid speckle noise from the rotating surface. The light
reflected from the shaft was directed onto a diffuser which in turn was imaged by the holographic system.
Simultaneous measurements with a laser vibrometer were performed at one point and comparisons between the signals showed good agreement. It is shown that different vibration components of a rotating
shaft can be simultaneously measured with this technique. © 2008 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes:
090.2880, 120.7280, 120.0120, 120.4290.

1. Introduction

Vibration measurements are made for a variety of
reasons: product design and development, condition
monitoring, fault detection for maintenance, verification of an analytical model proposed for a specific mechanical system, etc. Rotating parts in a mechanical
system often become a source of vibration of that system. Radial vibrations of rotating shafts have been
studied by many researchers and engineers and
vibration measurements have often brought practical
difficulties and challenges. Vibrations have traditionally been measured by accelerometers; and for rotating shafts the vibrations transmitted to a nonrotating
part have been the most common solution. However,
to be able to fully investigate the behavior of a rotating
system, it is necessary to make measurements directly on the rotating part under actual operational
conditions. Therefore noncontact measurements are
desirable. Capacitive and inductive displacement
sensors [1–5], laser distance sensors based on triangulation [6,7], and laser vibrometry (LDV) [4,8–12]
0003-6935/08/183269-06$15.00/0
© 2008 Optical Society of America

are such vibration transducers that make noncontact
measurements possible on rotating parts.
In many applications field information of the vibration pattern is required. The mentioned techniques
are all point measuring methods and are used to
obtain field information when a sequence of measurements over the area of interest is needed. A twodimensional measurement setup using several
vibration transducers can be lumbering, and although
scanning laser vibrometers are commercially available where the laser beam moves automatically from
point to point over a predefined grid of points, spatially
dense measurements can be time-consuming and also
require repetitive events. Holographic interferometry, however, is a noncontact optical technique that
provides full field measurements with high spatial resolution [13]. Different vibration measurements on
objects that are stationary have been reported using
digital holographic interferometry: a vibrating plate
[14], a vibrating cantilever beam [15], and a vibrating
and deforming earphone membrane [16], for example.
Vibration measurements on objects that undergo
rigid motion are, however, not straightforward due
to rapid speckle decorrelation. This work presents a
technique to measure vibrations of a rotating shaft
20 June 2008 / Vol. 47, No. 18 / APPLIED OPTICS
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using digital holographic interferometry. To validate
the results, simultaneous measurements were performed using a laser vibrometer.
A. Digital Holographic Interferometry

In classic holographic interferometry, photographic
film was usually used as the recording medium.
The reconstruction of the object wave was then made
by illuminating the hologram with the reference
wave, also called the reconstruction wave. A detailed
presentation of holographic interferometry and some
important methods for analyzing the interference
pattern are given in Refs. [13,17]. Today solid state
detectors are often used as the recording device
and the Fourier transform method [18] is often used
to determine the phase change between digital holograms. If a small angular offset is introduced
between the object and the reference beams, the
two-dimensional Fourier spectrum of the hologram
will contain three distinct parts. By spatially filtering out the interference term and inverse transform
it back, a complex amplitude of the intensity, u, will
be obtained where the phase (or the argument) Φ can
be calculated with the arctangent operation [18,19]:
Φ ¼ tan−1

ImðuÞ
;
ReðuÞ

ð1Þ

where Re and Im denote the real and imaginary
parts of u, respectively. Next the phase difference,
ΔΦ, between two successive digital holograms is calculated. If u1 and u2 are the complex amplitudes of
two digital holograms, the expression for the phase
difference between them becomes
ΔΦ ¼ tan−1

Reðu1 ÞImðu2 Þ − Imðu1 ÞReðu2 Þ
;
Imðu1 ÞImðu2 Þ þ Reðu1 ÞReðu2 Þ

ð2Þ

where the phase values are wrapped between −π and
π. To obtain a smooth and continuous phase map, a
spatial unwrapping operation can be performed.
Finally the desired relative displacement vector, d,
between two exposures is proportional to the phase
difference [13]:
ΔΦ ¼

2π
d·S;
λ

ð3Þ

phase difference ΔΦ needs to be unwrapped. One solution is to use temporal unwrapping at each pixel
which is the method used in this work. A review of
the principles of digital hologram recording, numerical reconstruction, and phase evaluation for interferometry application can be found in [20].
When laser light is scattered by an optically rough
surface speckles are produced. If the speckle pattern
undergoes spatial changes between two recordings by
speckle movements larger than the speckle size, the
phase difference cannot be determined directly. Tilt,
in-plane motion, or rotation of the object cause such
speckle movements on the detector. If the in-plane
motion is a rotation, the unwanted effect can be
compensated for by an optical derotator [21,22] or
by combining digital holographic interferometry
with a digital speckle photography (DSP) technique
[23,24]. In some cases, it is possible to move the measuring system synchronously with the in-plane translation or rotation of the object [25]. However, to
measure radial vibrations of a rotating shaft, building
such a tracking system is not trivial. A novel method
for determination of out-of-plane displacements from
digital holograms, which is invariant to lateral shifts
of the object, has been presented by Kolenović et al.
[26]. However, the method is suitable for displacements larger than 0:5 mm.
Laser vibrometry is, in general, sensitive to
speckle variations caused by tilt, in-plane motion,
and rotation of the object [27,28]. In previous works
[8–10] it has been shown that, by making the measurement surface optically smooth, the speckle noise
problem in laser vibrometry measurements can be
avoided. This approach is also applied in this work.
2.

Experimental Setup and Procedure

Figure 1 shows a schematic sketch of the experimental setup. The light source is a continuous-wave Nd:
YAG 400 mW laser of wavelength 532 nm, with coherence length more than 1 m. The light is divided by a
polarizing beam splitter (PBS) into two beams of different polarization. The intensity ratio between the
two beams can be changed by rotating the λ=2 plate.
One beam is directed to illuminate a point on the
rotating shaft along the x direction i1. The light reflected from the object o1 is then directed toward a diffuser D. The other beam is expanded and then

where λ is the laser wavelength and S is the sensitivity vector given by the geometry of the holographic
setup; defined as an approximation as the vector
difference between the observation vector o and
the illumination vector i:
S¼o−i

ð4Þ

When conducting measurements on a vibrating object, it is necessary to capture a great number of
images resulting in a wrapped phase volume, where
the third dimension is given by the time. Before
using Eq. (3) to determine the displacement d, the
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup: beam splitter (BS), polarizing beam
splitter (PBS), cylindrical lenses (L1 and L2), and diffuser (D).

collimated by cylindrical lenses L1 and L2, respectively. The light that now has the shape of a sharp line
with a height of 45 mm in the z direction illuminates
the shaft along i2. The reflected light, o2, falls onto a
different part of the diffuser. The diffuser is then imaged onto the camera detector by a 100 mm lens. By
directing the two object lights onto separate parts of
the diffuser, the two orthogonal radial vibrations of
the shaft can be measured simultaneously. A rectangular aperture A, with a size of 1:34 mm × 5:0 mm, is
placed in front of the imaging lens. A small portion of
the light, less than 5%, is reflected at the flat surface of
L1 and is used as reference beam R. To get interference between the reference beam and the two object
beams, the reference beam passes a polarization rotator (45°). A circular aperture of about 1 mm in diameter and an expanding lens system ensure that
the reference beam diverges to a homogeneous intensity distribution across the detector. The reference
beam is reflected by the cube beam splitter and interferes with the object beam on the detector, and a digital image-plane hologram is recorded. The reference
beam is slightly off axis to ensure the separation of the
interference terms in the Fourier domain. Seen from
the detector, the virtual image of the reference beam
(a bright spot) and the rectangular aperture seems to
be located in the same plane. If θ×max is the maximum
angle between the reference and the object beams, the
maximum spatial frequency in the hologram is


2
θ
f max ¼ sin max :
2
λ

ð5Þ

3.

At the same time, the maximum resolvable frequency
is limited by the sampling theorem
f max ¼

1
;
2Δ

useful information is along a line, the number of
pixels was reduced to 1280 × 100, and the framing
rate was increased to 10; 000 fps. The exposure time
was set to 96 μs and the power of the laser was
400 mW. The high-speed camera was connected to
a personal computer via a USB2 interface.
The object, a highly polished cylindrical steel shaft
with a diameter of 15 mm and a height of 210 mm,
was positioned vertically on a motorized rotation
stage with a rotation speed of 1:15 rpm. The object
was then excited at 20 Hz in the y direction by an
electromagnetic coil close to the free end of the
shaft without contacting the shaft surface (see Fig. 2).
The upper edge of the illumination light for the
holographic interferometry measurement in the y
direction was at z ¼ 45 mm (132 mm above the base
of the rotation stage). The measurement point in the
x direction was at z ¼ 29 mm (115 mm above the base
of the rotation stage).
A Polytec PSV300 scanning laser vibrometer was
positioned 90 cm from the shaft and measured the vibrations in the y direction from the opposite side of
the shaft at z ¼ 29 mm (115 mm above the base of the
rotation stage, Figs. 1 and 2). The laser vibrometer
has a built in displacement decoder which offers
the possibility to perform direct displacement measurements. Both the high-speed camera and the
laser vibrometer were triggered at a certain phase
of the rotation via a delay unit. The recorded image
sequence was set to 2 s which corresponds to a total of
20,001 recorded images.

ð6Þ

where Δ is the pixel pitch. The aperture that low-pass
filters the object light is therefore essential for
preventing aliasing in the interference pattern of
the recorded hologram. In our case, the maximum
spatial frequency of the object light is 18 mm−1.
The setup is arranged such that the sensitivity vectors coincide with the intended displacement measurement directions. The illumination vector i1 is
parallel to the object light vector o1. With this arrangement, the absolute value of the sensitivity vector will be 2 and a 1 rad phase change will be
equivalent to a λ=ð4πÞ displacement. The angle between the illumination vector i2 and the object vector
o2 is exaggerated in the sketch and is in reality 5°,
which makes the absolute value of the sensitivity
vector to a value of 1.998.
The detector of the high-speed digital camera
(REDLAKE MotionPro X3) has a resolution of 1280 ×
1024 pixels and a pixel size of 12 μm × 12 μm. The
maximum framing rate at full resolution is 1000
frames per second (fps). By reducing the field of view
the speed can be increased. Since, in this case, the

Results and Discussion

Figure 3(a) shows the speckle patterns from both object lights on the diffuser where they are clearly separated. Figure 3(b) shows the calculated phase map
at t ¼ 25:1 ms in the sequence, indicating the relative
displacement of the shaft. To reduce the noise, the
raw data were smoothed using a convolution kernel
of 10 × 10 pixels prior to the phase calculation. The
smoothing procedure reduces the spatial resolution

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the polished shaft mounted
in the rotation stage. The LDV measurement point (LMP) is
115 mm above the base of the rotation stage (z ¼ 29 mm). The digital holographic interferometry measurement line (DHI) starts
87 mm above the base of the rotation stage (z ¼ 0).
20 June 2008 / Vol. 47, No. 18 / APPLIED OPTICS
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Fig. 3. (a) Speckle patterns on the diffuser and (b) wrapped phase
maps at t ¼ 25:1 ms. The first 1120 pixels correspond to the y displacement and the pixels within the black border correspond to the
x displacement.

to about 1 mm, which is enough in this case. The first
1120 pixels correspond to the y displacement and the
pixels within the black border correspond to the x displacement. The phase values are wrapped between
−π and π. By performing temporal unwrapping to
the collection of the wrapped phase maps in the recorded sequence, continuous phase maps can be obtained at any instant of time. Figure 4 shows the
unwrapped phase at t ¼ 25:1 ms. Some of the rows
for the first 20 columns are noisy due to a slightly
lower intensity of the object light. Physically the
phase can be assumed constant along the columns
and therefore the row(s) that contain minimum noise
can be selected for further analysis. These continuous phase maps are then converted to relative
displacements by using Eq. (3).
Displacements due to inevitable radial misalignment of the shaft and also the out-of-roundness of
the measured surface are also present in the signal
and need to be subtracted from the measurements.
For this purpose, free run measurements (rotation,
no external excitation) were conducted where the angular position was tracked and synchronized using an
independent reference signal that triggered the measurements. The converted displacement in the y
direction, after subtracting the out-of-roundness
and radial misalignment at t ¼ 25:1 ms together with
the end positions, is shown in Fig. 5. Asymmetry in the
end positions of the shaft movement can be explained
by the following: the magnitude of the noncontact
electromagnetic excitation force applied at the free
end of the shaft varies with the modulus of the
sine-wave signal of the signal generator. As the excitation force approaches its maximum value, the shaft
deflects toward the positive y direction and, as the ex-

Fig. 4. Continuous phase at 25:1 ms. The first 1120 pixels correspond to the y displacement between z ¼ 0 mm and z ¼ 45 mm and
the last 100 pixels correspond to the x displacement at z ¼ 29 mm.
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Fig. 5. (Color online) y displacements measured on the fraction of
the shaft as seen in Fig. 2. The middle line shows the y-radial
deflection along the rotating shaft at t ¼ 25:1 ms and the two outer
lines are the end positions of the vibration (see Media 1 for video).

citation force approaches zero, the shaft springs back.
Consequently the magnitude of the displacement in
the positive y direction is larger than in the opposite
direction. A time animation of how the shaft actually
vibrates can be presented as a video if a sequence of
calculated displacements for different time is created.
Such an animation is available in the online version of
this article, where Fig. 5 is a representative diagram
from that movie.
In Fig. 6 displacement curves measured both by holographic interferometry (in x and y direction) and laser vibrometry (in y direction) are shown as a function
of time at z ¼ 29 mm. The window is chosen so that
four periods of the excitation can be seen. The curve
obtained by laser vibrometry is shifted up 0:1 μm for
easier comparison. Beside the fundamental excitation frequency at 20 Hz, the following frequency contents can be observed: a small modulation at half of
the excitation frequency (10 Hz) due to the remanence
(the magnetization left behind in the shaft when the
external magnetic field is zero); a 100 Hz modulation
due to the fundamental free vibration of the shaft.
This mode is induced by the stepper motor of the rotation stage. Although the measurement techniques for
the two systems differ, the results (y curves) in Fig. 6
are very close.
To avoid unambiguous phase values, the maximum allowed change in phase between two
exposures is limited to π rad and the maximum
λ
,
allowed displacement between those frames is 2jSj
which corresponds to the maximum vibration
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Displacement in both x and y directions
measured at z ¼ 29 mm as functions of time. The displacement
obtained by laser vibrometry (LDV) is shifted up 0:1 μm for easier
comparison.

velocity of
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λ
;
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where f camera is the camera frame rate in hertz. Since
the sensitivity vectors are almost parallel to the measurement directions, the maximum allowed displacement between two exposures is about 133 nm. Thus
the maximum allowed vibration velocity is about
1:3 mm=s for a framing rate of 10; 000 fps. In our case,
the measured phase changes between two successive
holograms were below 2 rad.
4. Conclusions

We have shown that it is possible to simultaneously
measure the two orthogonal radial vibrations ðx; yÞ
along a rotating shaft using digital holographic interferometry if the surface of the shaft is optically smooth.
Simultaneous measurements by laser vibrometry verify the results. To obtain a three-dimensional vibration
description of the shaft, it is possible to modify the setup so that a third light vector illuminates the shaft
such that the third sensitivity vector coincides with
the z axis. By spatially separating different object
lights over the diffuser surface, any vibration component of the shaft may be simultaneously achieved
using one single high-speed camera.
The technique is noncontacting and nondisturbing
and can be applied to rotating shafts with higher
speeds as long as the maximum velocity condition,
Eq. (3) together with the Nyquist sampling theorem,
is fulfilled. Remote and noncontact measurements are
particularly desirable in machine tool applications.
The technique may be applied for spindle or tool
vibration analysis, spindle or tool rotation error (radial misalignment) measurements, out-of-roundness
measurements, and also for investigating the whirling phenomenon in long and slender shafts.
We are very grateful to the Kempe Foundations for
financing the purchase of both the laser vibrometer
and the high-speed camera system.
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Abstract
Black liquor is a mix of organic and inorganic material that is left after the kraft pulping process.
The original pulping chemicals are recycled by burning the black liquor in a recovery burner. In
recent years the interest for black liquor has increased considerable due to the possibility of
turning it into car fuel. Much work has been done on investigating what happens to a single drop
of black liquor as it is heated. This paper uses an optical interferometric technique to measure the
dynamic properties of the gas ejected from a single drop of black liquor heated by a laser beam.

1. Introduction
In the Kraft pulping process pulp wood is treated with a hot aqueous solution containing sodium
hydroxide and sodium sulphide that breaks the bonds between lignin and cellulose fibres in the
wood. The cellulose fibres are separated from the solution to form pulp that can be further
processed into various paper products. The remaining aqueous solution with spent cooking
chemicals, lignin and other compounds is called black liquor. A modern Kraft pulp mill produces
about 2000 ton of black liquor per day corresponding to a continuous fuel power of about 300
MW, thus providing a large continuous source of biomass energy that is of great interest in the
development of so called forest biorefineries [1]. One key technology in this connection is black
liquor gasification in which the black liquor is converted into “syngas” that can be upgraded with
existing catalytic processes into a variety of motor fuels and valuable chemicals.
Black liquor gasification consists of an oxygen blown entrained flow gasifier followed by a
quench cooler and a counter current condenser. In the gasifier black liquor droplets with a
diameter of about 100 microns are rapidly heated primarily by radiation from a very hot flame
and from the hot ceramic wall of the reactor. The flame temperature in an oxygen blown black
liquor gasifier operated at 30 bar has been estimated to about 1500 qC and the wall temperature
to about 1050 qC [2]. Some heat is also transferred by contact with hot gases in the gasification
reactor. The estimated heating rate in this process is of the order 10 000 qC/s.
Before a complex process like black liquor gasification can be modeled, detailed information
about the fuel behavior must be gathered. Conventional methods for fuel characterization are
thermogravimetry and drop tube experiments [3,4]. However, thermogravimetry is unable to
achieve sufficiently rapid heating and with drop tube furnace methods there is a problem due to
perturbations from the sampling probe when it is being used to investigate the behavior at very
1

short residence times. Moreover, it has been shown in drop tube experiments that the conversion
of black liquor becomes significantly different when the heating rate is increased [5]. Hence,
there is a need for new methods that are able to provide detailed information when small fuel
particles are rapidly heated. Also optical information of the change in fuel particle size from
swelling is of interest since both the heat transfer and aerodynamic properties of the particle are
influenced by the droplet size and shape.
One possible optical method that could in principle provide the necessary time-resolved detail is
planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF). However, there is a problem with the fluorescent light
being so weak that even with a camera equipped with a light intensifier it is not possible to fully
resolve the rapid gas bursts ejected from a rapidly heated black liquor droplet. The dynamics of
the gas bursts ejected from a single drop of black liquor as well as the shape and size of the
particle is important because these properties affect both the trajectory of the droplet and its
influence on its near-field. As a consequence the entire flow, temperature and concentration field
inside a reactor (boiler or gasifier) is dictated by the dynamics of individual droplets. From a
modeling point of view detailed information about individual particles under various conditions
is therefore crucial.
The goal with the new method described in this paper is to provide this detail even under
extremely rapid heating. In this method the dynamics of the gas bursts ejected from a single drop
of laser heated black liquor is studied using digital holographic interferometry which is an optical
measurement technique with excellent spatial and temporal resolution. Unlike PLIF this
technique doesn’t separate the different gas components, but since it uses the direct light from the
illuminating laser it is possible to reach a very good temporal resolution, limited in practice by
the maximum frame rate of the camera. We have previously used this technique to study the
properties of flames [6, 7] and also utilized a second laser beam to ignite a stream of gas [8].
Section 2 presents an overview of the experimental setup. Section 3 describes how the motion of
the ejected gas and the swelling rate of the drop are measured. Section 4 presents some results
from an actual measurement and section 5 contains general conclusions that can be drawn from
the results.

2. Experimental setup
In this work we have chosen to heat the black liquor drop using a laser beam. One advantage
with this is that the heating can be momentarily switched on and off and it is easy to control the
energy density incident on the fuel particle. Fig. 1 shows the optical setup as seen from above.

2

Fig. 1: Shows the optical setup. Ȝ/2 is a half wave plate and P a polarizing beam splitter.
F is an optical fiber, D a diffuser screen and BS is a beam splitter. The camera is a high-speed
CMOS camera (Photron Fastcam SA1.1). Both the measurement laser and the heating laser are
continuous wave Nd:YAG with output power of 0.4W and 2W, respectively.
The setup consists of two parts, a heating part and a measurement part, that are very similar in
appearance. The heating laser is a Nd:YAG laser with a maximum continuous power of 2W. The
light from the heating laser is linearly polarized meaning that the oscillation direction of the
electric field remains the same as the beam propagates. This light is first sent through a rotatable
half wave plate ( O / 2 ) which changes its polarisation direction. The light beam is then split into
two beams using a polarizing beam splitter cube. Part of the light goes through the cube and into
a beam dump where it is completely absorbed and part is reflected 90 degrees inside the cube.
The reflected light is sent through a beam expander that increases the diameter of the beam to fit
the black liquor drop. After the drop another beam dump is placed that blocks the light that isn’t
absorbed by the black liquor. The amount of light power that the cube sends in a certain direction
depends on the polarisation of the incoming light. Therefore, by rotating the half wave plate, the
power density used for heating the black liquor drop can be continuously adjusted from zero to
up to 0.7 W/mm2. The black liquor drop which in this experiment has a diameter of about two
millimetres is placed at the tip of a 1.0 mm shielded thermocoupler of type K. The measurement
laser is also an Nd:YAG laser of slightly lower power (0.4 W) but with much better coherence
properties. Just as before the light from the laser is split into two beams using a half wave plate
and a polarizing beam splitter. Almost all light is sent in the forward direction where it is
expanded to 22 mm. Due to the large beam area this light will produce negligible heating of the
black liquor drop. The light incident on the black liquor drop is completely absorbed whereas the
rest of the light will illuminate a diffuse plate of glass placed behind the drop. The screen is
imaged onto the detector of a high speed CMOS camera (photron fastcam SA1.1) capable of
capturing 5400 images per second at 1MPx resolution. Fig. 2a shows a drop of black liquor that
ejects a plume of water vapour and other hot gases.
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Fig. 2: (a) Black liquor drop ejecting a plume of hot gas. The wavelength of the measurement
light changes inside the plume meaning that the optical path length between the laser and the
detector will change. (b) Shows the two light waves incident on a detector pixel and the phase
difference ĳ between them.
The hot gases have a different index of refraction than the surrounding room temperature air. The
actual value will depend on both the composition and temperature of the plume gases. As shown
in fig. 2a the wavelength of the light in a ray going through the plume will be different inside the
plume than outside of it. This means that the optical path length in the light ray between the laser
and detector will change when the plume is ejected. By keeping track of the change in the optical
path it will be possible to say something about the temperature and composition of the plume.
This is done by a method called digital holographic interferometry. The basic idea is to take the
small part of the light from the measurement laser that is reflected from the polarizing beam
splitter and lead it via an optical fiber to a negative lens that spreads the light over the detector.
This means that at each point on the detector there will be light from both the diffuser screen and
the optical fiber. Laser light is generally coherent which means that if you add two light waves
together they can amplify or weaken each other depending on whether the oscillations in the
waves are in phase or out of phase. Fig. 2b shows the two light waves incident on one of the
detector pixels. When temperature and/or composition of the plume changes the phase difference
M between the waves also change which means that the light intensity on the pixel will change
accordingly. By keeping track of the intensity variation in a pixel it is possible to determine the
change in phase difference over time. The relation between the phase difference M and the pixel
intensity I pixel is:

I pixel

I ref  I bl  2 I ref I bl  cos M

(1)

where I ref is the intensity in the reference light from the optical fiber and I bl is the intensity in
the light that has passed through the black liquor gas plume. For a detailed description of how the
phase difference is calculated see for example [9]. From both fig. 2b and equation (1) it is evident
that there is no difference in pixel intensity between a phase difference of M and M  2S . The
phase difference determined from equation (1) will thus be wrapped between 0 and 2S . In order
to determine the continuous (unwrapped) phase difference the intensity need to be sampled so
fast that the change in phase difference between two successive images is always less than S . In
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that case the continuous phase difference is obtained simply by adding or subtracting 2S at the
locations where the change in the magnitude of the measured phase difference calculated from
equation (1) exceeds S . This process is known as phase unwrapping. In practice phase
unwrapping is complicated by noise associated with both the laser light itself and the detector. In
this paper we have used a three dimensional unwrapping algorithm [10] that is less sensitive to
noise than the simple unwrapping procedure described above. The camera is triggered in such a
way that it starts recording just before the heating laser is turned on. What is of interest to us is
how the phase difference changes when gas is ejected from the black liquor drop. Therefore the
phase difference will be as a change expressed relative to the first image. This is the same thing
as adjusting the phase difference to be zero before switching the laser heating on.

3. Measuring the motion of plume gases and drop swelling.
The temperature and composition of the gases ejected from the black liquor drop will change
with time. As already mentioned this means that the refractive index of the plume gas will also
change which will affect the measured phase difference on the diffuser screen. Fig. 3 shows a
sketch describing the situation.

Fig. 3: Describes how the measured phase difference M t at a point on the diffuser screen
depends on the refractive index n s, t along the light ray to that point.

Gas tends to be released non-symmetrically from the black liquor drop in the form of quick
bursts or jets. The hot gas in these bursts will work as random lenses that will cause an incoming
ray of light to deviate. However since we are only interested in the flow speed of these gas bursts
and not their actual position this effect can be neglected and we can imagine the light rays as
simply passing straight through the plume without deviation. In this case the relation between the
measured phase difference M t at a point on the detector and the refractive index n s, t in the
plume along a light ray to that point is:

M t  M t0

2S

O

w

 ³ >n s, t  n s, t 0 @ ds
0

2S

O

 'OPL t , t 0

(2)

where w is the width of region in which the plume gas affects the refractive index and O is the
wavelength of the laser light. Once the change in phase difference 'M t , t0 M t  M t 0 has
been measured we can use equation (2) to evaluate the change in optical path length 'OPL t , t0 .
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Note that the reference time t0 can be chosen as any time we like which is useful for canceling
out slow changes in the optical path length. This possibility will be further utilized in section 4.
When looking at fig. 3 and equation (2) we see that if the black liquor drop ejects a burst of hot
gas that moves upwards a small distance without changing its shape too much we will see a
corresponding pattern in the measured phase difference also moving up along the diffuser plate
with the same speed. This is fortunate because it means that it is possible to estimate the velocity
of the jets simply by following the motion of the gas structures on the diffuser plate. Of course it
is only the velocity component perpendicular to the direction of the measurement light incident
on the drop that can be measured in this way. As the black liquor drop starts to heat up it will
create a convective flow in the surrounding air. This flow tends to be more or less laminar which
means that it will create a more or less static change in the phase difference over the diffuser and
hence the velocity of the convective flow can not be measured.
The increase in drop size with time is an important parameter. Since the black liquor drop
completely blocks the measurement light incident on it there will be a black shadow on the
diffuser screen of the same size as the projected area of the drop. Thus the projected area of the
drop can be easily determined at all times by finding the area of the shadow on the diffuser
screen. This is done by first removing the laser speckles by smoothing the image and
thresholding it to create an image of only black and white as seen in fig. 4. The projected area is
then calculated simply by adding the number of black pixels.

Fig. 4: The shadow of the black liquor drop on the diffuser screen at a particular time.

4. Results and discussion
In this section we present the result of a measurement using the setup described in section 2. The
diameter of the black liquor drop in the experiment is about two millimetre but the method works
for smaller particles as well with a simple change in magnification of the imaging optics. The
power density in the heating laser beam incident on the drop is 0.7 W/mm2 (highest possible with
this laser and this drop size). The camera is operated at 2000 frames per second with an exposure
time of 100 ȝs. Due to memory limitations the total length of the recording is 1.55 seconds. Fig.
5 shows the temperature inside the drop measured by the thermocouple. The laser heating starts
at zero seconds. As seen in the figure it takes considerable time for the interior of the drop to heat
up. This is because the light is absorbed at the surface of the drop where the temperature rapidly
increases. The rest of the droplet is heated by conduction but the rate of temperature increase is
also limited to the boiling temperature of water while the water is gradually evaporated. Only
when all water is evaporated can chemical reactions start to become important. The chemical
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reactions consume less energy than the evaporation of water. Thus there is a rapid increase in the
temperature of the drop when all water inside of it has been evaporated which can be seen in fig.
5 approximately 15 seconds after the heating starts. The next stage in the conversion of the black
liquor droplet is devolatilisation when a variety of organic and inorganic compounds are emitted
as a result of pyrolysis reactions. Both the water vapour and the pyrolysis products must
percolate through the particle before they can be emitted to the surrounding gas. In this
“swelling” process the droplet becomes porous and expands in size significantly. The
experiments show that the swelling is non-uniform resulting in an unsymmetrical particle shape.

Fig. 5: Temperature inside of the black liquor drop measured by the thermocoupler.
The laser heating starts at zero seconds.

Fig. 6 shows a color coded snap shot of the optical path difference between times t0 0 and
t 140.5 ms calculated from the measured change in phase difference using equation (2). The
colorbar on the right shows the value of the optical path difference expressed as number of
wavelengths of the measurement laser. The heating laser light is incident from the right in the
figure. If the gas composition over the plume is reasonably uniform then the color is proportional
to the temperature of the gas (red being the hottest). But unless the exact composition of the gas
is known there is no way of calculating an absolute value of the temperature from this figure.
The drop and the thermocouple have been cut out and are shown in dark blue which has nothing
to do with their temperature.

Fig. 6: Shows a typical gas burst being sent out from the black liquor drop. The colorbar shows
the optical path difference in wavelengths of the measurement laser.
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The black marker in the middle of the figure shows the front of a hot cloud of gas being ejected
from the drop. By following the location of the front between successive images the velocity
component of the cloud that is perpendicular to the measurement light (the in-plane velocity
component of fig. 6) can be determined. In general the velocity is several meters per second close
to the drop but decreases rapidly due to collisions with the surrounding air. Gas tends to be
ejected from the drop in short bursts with some random time interval. Fig. 7 shows the change in
optical path difference between times t0 0 and t 143 ms in terms of number of wavelengths of
the measurement laser. Close to the drop there are two jets being sent out and at the upper right
corner a large cloud of hot gas that was ejected a little earlier is traveling upwards. The right part
of the figure shows a cross section of the plume over the arc indicated in the left figure. The
direction of the gas bursts are initially directed towards the heating laser beam, indicated by the
black line in the figure, but as more and more of the drop is heated the angular spread increases.

Fig. 7: Left: Shows how bursts of gas are ejected from a heated drop of black liquor. The laser
heating is incident from the right. Right: Cross section of the plume.

Eventually the hot drop will initiate a convective flow in the surrounding gas. As mentioned in
connection with fig. 5 the gas surrounding the drop will consist mostly of water vapour during
the first 15 seconds. The gas is warmest close to the drop and cools off as it rises. This will create
an almost stationary pattern in the optical path difference as seen in fig. 8 which shows the
optical path difference between t0 0 and t 1492 ms expressed in wavelengths of the
measurement laser. The right part of fig. 8 shows a cross section over the gas plume. Notice that
the magnitude of the optical path difference is almost six times as large as the typical gas burst
shown in fig. 7. This means that the gas bursts will be difficult to see inside the convective flow.
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Fig. 8: Left: Shows the effect of the convective flow in the surrounding air.
Right: Cross section of the plume.

At time t 1492 .5 ms a gas burst is ejected which is very hard to see in the optical path
difference plot when the reference time t0 is zero. This problem is easily overcome by displaying
the optical path difference relative to time t0 1492 ms since this will cancel out the effect of the
slowly changing convective flow. The result is shown in fig. 9. The fact that the optical path
difference is positive in the ejected gas burst means that it has a higher temperature and/or
different composition than the surrounding air at time t0 .

Fig. 9 (a-d): When the reference time is changed, small gas bursts are more clearly visible.
The colorbar shows the optical path difference in wavelengths of the measurement laser.
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The swelling rate of the drop is an important parameter. As described in section 3 it is easy to
determine the projected area of the drop. If the drop is centered in the heating laser beam it is
reasonable to assume that the in-plane and out-of-plane swelling are almost the same and hence
the volume can be estimated. Fig. 10 shows the projected area of the drop as a function of time.
During the first 50 ms after the laser heating starts the drop is too cold for any reactions to take
place. Between 50 and 400 ms there is a region of an almost linear increase in projected area,
probably due to boiling of water in the black liquor which causes the drop to swell. The fast
fluctuations seem to be connected with the release of gas bursts. Just before the release the drop
swells up close to the point where the gas is to be ejected causing an increase in projected area.
During the release the region where the gas is ejected rapidly contracts causing a decrease in
projected area. As an example of this effect the time when the gas burst in fig. 9 is released is
marked with a red spot in fig. 10 and the region of the projected area curve around this time has
been enlarged. In the enlarged curve we can clearly see the rapid swelling of the drop just before
the burst in released followed by a rapid contraction. The size of the fluctuations increase with
time because more of the interior of the drop has been heated and participates in the boiling. The
vertical line at 250 ms shows where the convective flow from the drop is starting to develop.

Fig. 10: Projected area of the black liquor drop as a function of time. The line marks
the location where the convective flow starts to develop. The red spot
shows where the gas burst in fig. 9 is released.

5. Conclusions
We have shown that holographic interferometry can be used to measure the velocity of the gases
released during heating of a black liquor drop as well as the swelling of the drop. The velocities
were found to be several meters per second close to the drop but the surrounding air quickly
reduced the speed of the ejecting gas. The directions of the ejected gas just after the start of the
laser heating tend to be close to the direction of the incoming laser light. After a while however
the gas bursts were emitted more uniformly. The effect of convective flow in the surrounding air
does not appear to disturb the measurement.
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Due to memory limitations and the selection of triggering for the camera only the initial drying
phase of black liquor conversion was observed. However, the method should be able to record
also the pyrolysis and char gasification phase of the conversion.
The drop in the experiment was about a factor of 10 larger in diameter than droplets in a black
liquor gasifier. Further work is required to solve the problem of holding smaller droplets. This is
not trivial since the heat transfer from the droplet must be kept to a minimum and the holding
mechanism must be inert so that it doesn’t interfere with the chemical reactions in the droplet.
A change to smaller droplets will result in much higher heating rates and shorter conversion
times. This will reduce the problem with memory restrictions and probably make it possible to
capture both the drying, pyrolysis and char burning stages of the black liquor conversion in the
same measurement.
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Abstract
A method is developed for estimating the velocity profile of a turbulent flow using high-speed
digital holographic interferometry. The method has been tested on simulated and real data.

Introduction
In this paper we present a method for estimating velocity profiles in turbulent flows based on
high-speed digital holographic interferometry.

1

Experimental setup

Figure 1: A sketch of the experimental setup.
The experiment illustrated in figure 1 consists of a holographic interferometry setup with a
high speed Photon SA1.1 camera capable of capturing 5400 fps at 1Mp resolution. The
measured object is a 3mm aluminium plate covered with retro reflective paint that is rigidly
attached in one end while the other end can either be kept stationary or moved in an arbitrary
way by means of a TIRA-shaker. Between the plate and the imaging optics is a small wind
tunnel with hot wires at the inlet that can create a region of refractive index fluctuations in
front of the plate that are reasonably homogenous/isotropic over the size of the plate and
(wide sense) stationary in time. The same wind tunnel was used in [1]. The plate is
illuminated by a continuous wave Nd:YAG laser with an output power of 0.4W. A small part
of the light is extracted as reference light for the interferometer by means of a rotatable halfwave plate (Ȝ/2) together with a thin film polariser (P).

Theory
When a propagating light wave enters a region with a non absorbing medium with random
refractive index variations the phase over the wave front will de distorted. For short
propagation distances the intensity distribution across the wave will remain fairly constant.
But as the propagation distance becomes larger there will also be intensity variations across
the wave, a phenomenon known as scintillation. This happens because the refractive index
structures act as weak lenses which over a large distance can focus or spreads the light
incident on them. The criterion for negligible scintillation (i.e. bending or the light rays) is
[2]:
l2
z  0
(1)

O

Here z is the propagation distance, l 0 is the inner scale size of the turbulence and Ȝ is the
wavelength of the laser light that is used. As previously measured [1] the inner scale size of
the refractive index fluctuations is approximately 0.5 mm and the wavelength of the laser is
532 nm. Equation (1) then gives the constraint that, for negligible scintillation, the
propagation distance should be much less than 0.5 m which is in fact almost exactly the
maximum propagation distance in this experiment. But in this experiment there are three ways
in which the effect of scintillation is reduced. First of all there will be some amount of spatial
averaging of the refractive index structures within the channel due to the finite size of the
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aperture of the imaging system. This effect is discussed shortly in connection with figure 2.
Also, in this experiment, both the spatial and temporal resolution is insufficient to fully
resolve the smallest refractive index structures which will also introduce averaging that will
reduce the effect of scintillation. Therefore, in the discussion that follows, it will be assumed
that light rays simply pass straight through the channel without being bent.
A simple model of the experimental setup is shown in figure 2. The imaging aperture of size b
will allow a cone of light from a point xp on the plate to enter and thus there will be some
spatial averaging over the cone. This will tend to smear out the smallest refractive index
structures and reduce the effect of small angle scattering within the cone.

xp

a

L1

Skikt 5: z=L2
Skikt 4
Skikt 3
Skikt 2
Skikt 1: z=0

L L2
L3
b
x
Figure 2: Model of the experimental setup.

Now let’s assume that we divide the channel into a set of sheets with a random refractive
index distribution. As a light wave impinges on a sheet it will be phase delayed by a random
amount at each point. For simplicity only one spatial dimension will be used. The random
phase delay at each refractive index screen will be denoted by f i x; t . Thus the total phase
delay can be written as:

g x; t

¦f

x; t

i

(2)

i

This is the phase volume that the interferometric setup will record. The phase volume g x; t
is then spatially displaced to create a number of new phase volumes:

g j x; t

g x  'x j ; t

¦f

i

x  'x j ; t

i

Figure 3 illustrates this displacement for one particular phase sheet f i x; t .
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(3)

f i x; t

f i x  'x j ; t

'x j

Xi
't vi ; 'x j

§
'x j
f i ¨¨ x; t 
Xi
©

·
¸¸
¹

'x j

Xi

'x j

Figure 3: Illustrates the similarity between a spatial and
temporal displacement of a phase sheet.
The black box is the original phase sheet and the red one is the displaced sheet. Note that
since it is actually the total phase volume g j x; t that is displaced, all phase sheets
f i x  'x j ; t will have the same spatial displacement. But the refractive index structures
within the channel will at least approximately follow Taylor’s hypothesis of frozen turbulence
(at least away from the boundary layers) and hence the spatially displaced phase sheets can be
rewritten as temporally displaced sheets instead. The temporally displaced phase volume is:

§
'x j
f i ¨¨ x; t 
Xi
©

·
¸¸
¹

f i x  'x j ; t

(4)

and is illustrated by the blue box in figure 3. In equation (4) X i is the apparent velocity of the
corresponding refractive index sheet projected onto the plate, which is the velocity that the
imaging system will measure. For moderate sized field of views the relationship between this
apparent velocity and the true velocity of the refractive index sheet is:

X itrue

Xi 

L3  z
L

,

(5)

with the geometry shown in figure 2. In flows with large velocity gradients there will be a
greater amount of mixing of the random refractive index structures and hence the assumption
of Taylor’s hypothesis will not be as accurate. But since the proposed method is based on a
correlation it will tolerate some amount of turbulent mixing. In fact, as a test of the robustness
of the method, the channel has been slightly tilted to give a velocity component perpendicular
to the x-direction. This will cause the refractive index structures to drift perpendicular to the
flow as they move across the field of view of the imaging system. The black dot at the bottom
left of figure 3 shows the location of a certain phase structure at time t=0. If the air inside the
channel flows in the positive x-direction this phase structure will move along the path
indicated in the figure until it arrives at the position in the phase volume indicated by the
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second black dot. This same phase structure can both be found in the spatially displaced phase
volume where it is marked by a red dot and in the temporally displaced volume where it is
marked by a blue dot.
Now here comes the basic idea of the method. For a single phase sheet a spatial displacement
of 'x j is equal to a temporal displacement of 't vi ; 'x j . But this temporal displacement
depends on the apparent velocity of the phase sheet. Hence by spatially displacing the total
phase volume g j x; t we have effectively displaced the different phase sheets that constitute
g j x; t by an amount that is inversely proportional to their apparent velocity. Using equation
(4) it is possible to rewrite equation (3) as:

g j x; t

§
'x j
¨

f
x
t
;
¦i i ¨
Xi
©

·
¸¸
.
¹

(6)

If we calculate the spatiotemporal Fourier transform of equation (6) we get the following
system of equations:

G j v x ; vt

¦ Fi v x ; vt  e

i2S 

'x j

Xi

vt

(7)

i

For clarity equation (7) is re-written in matrix form:
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(8)

Note that the displacement of the first total phase volume 'x 1 0 . For some temporal
frequencies this will be an ill-conditioned system of equations. This happens for all
frequencies that satisfy:

vt

Xi

'x k  'x m

 ni

i

(9)

for any integers ni and k z m . Or, in words, when the apparent velocity in some sheet i
divided by the difference in spatial displacement between any two sheets is always an integer
multiple of the temporal frequency for every sheet i. These frequencies are illustrated in figure
4.
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Figure 4: The spatiotemporal frequencies for which equation (8) is ill-conditioned.
The number of ill-conditioned frequencies can be reduced by starting with a temporal
displacement in equation (3) and then rewriting it as different spatial displacements instead
using Taylor’s Hypothesis. Figure 4 would then just be a set of discrete point in v x , vt space.
But it turned out that this is not necessary for the method to work.

Equation (8) is solved as an optimization problem. This is done by first guessing the velocity
profile. Then equation (8) can be solved for the frequencies that are not ill-conditioned and
~
we get an estimate Fi v x ; vt of the Fourier transform of the different phase sheets. Note that
since several frequencies are lost this will not be an exact solution. Also, in reality, the phase
sheet needs to have a finite thickness which means that there will be some mixing of the
turbulent structures within it as it moves along and thus equation (4) will not be strictly
fulfilled. Next we calculate the inverse transform of Fi v x ; vt to get an estimate of the real
~
~
phase sheets f i x; t . From the estimate f i x; t the spatiotemporal phase covariance function
can be estimated:

C i 'x , 't

~
~
 f i x; t  f i x  'x; t  't !

(10)

If the apparent velocities in the matrix of equation (8) are correct guess then this covariance
function will look something like the sketch in figure 5 with the slope 'x 't corresponding
to the guess of the apparent velocity.
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Figure 5: Schematic sketch of the spatiotemporal phase covariance function
If the velocities are not correctly guessed, then the velocities calculated from the covariance
function will not equal the guessed velocities. Hence the difference between the guessed and
estimated velocities can be used as objective function in the optimization.

Simulation
A true time-evolving simulation of a turbulent channel flow that has a resolution good enough
to be used for optical propagation will be rather complicated and time consuming.
But to show the principle of the proposed method this kind of exact simulation is not
necessary. Instead we have chosen a much simpler approach that is often used to simulate
optical propagation in the atmosphere [3]. Much work done in this field is driven by the need
to predict the behaviour of adaptive optics systems for ground based telescopes that started to
develop in the early 1990: s. The basic idea is that the random medium is divided into phase
sheets just as described in the previous section. The propagation takes place between the
phase sheets whereas all of the phase distortion of the wave happens in the infinitely narrow
sheets. In the atmosphere the refractive index structures, and hence also the phase sheets, obey
Kolmogorov statistics. This is also, at least locally true for a channel flow, which is show in
[1].
The phase sheets are generated using the splicing method described in [4]. The optical
propagation is performed under the assumption that the light rays are only phase delayed by
the medium so that there is no bending of the rays taking place with the medium.
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Results and discussion
A simulation was performed using 5 phase sheets. With reference to figure 2 the geometrical
parameters are a = 6 cm, L1 = 40 cm, L2 = 40 cm, L3 = 10 cm and b = 5 mm. The velocity
profile was chosen to be that of figure 6.

Figure 6: The true velocity profile over the channel that is used in the simulation
The apparent velocity that the imaging system measure is then determined using equation (5).
The result is shown in figure 7.

Figure 7: The apparent velocity profile measured by the interferometry setup
corresponding to the true velocity profile in figure 6.
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The spatiotemporal phase covariance function for the first phase sheet (see figure 2) is shown
in figure 8 together with a line showing the estimated slope. This can be compared with the
schematic sketch in figure 5.

Figure 8 Spatiotemporal covariance function for sheet one.
In figure 9 the apparent velocity profile is shown together with the values of the flow speed
estimated by the method in three sheets uniformly spread over the width of the channel.

Figure 9: Shows the estimated apparent flow speed at three locations together
with the true apparent velocity profile.
Now a plate motion is added to the simulation. This motion is taken from an actual
measurement of the motion of the plate in figure 1 but without the air disturbances being
turned on. The motion of the plate is random with AR(1) temporal statistics that is fitted to be
as close as possible to the temporal statistics of the air flow. The signal energy, counted over
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the whole field of view, in the plate motion is 25% of the signal energy in the air disturbance.
But since the plate is rigidly attached in one end the signal energy at the free end of the plate
is the same as the noise energy. As seen in figure 11 the spatiotemporal covariance functions
for the sheets now contain both a zero-velocity component from the plate and the desired
contribution from the air flow.

Figure 10: Spatiotemporal phase covariance function for the sheet in the
middle of the channel with plate motion added.
The corresponding estimates of the apparent flow speeds are shown in figure 11 together with
the true apparent velocity profile.

Figure 11: Apparent velocity profile and estimated apparent flow speeds
with the plate motion added
Finally the method is applied to a case where both the plate motion and air disturbance are
from a real measurement. Note that this measurement was not intended to be used in this
exact way and therefore some of the geometrical parameters are either badly chosen of not
measured with significant accuracy. A new measurement will be made for the finial version of
the article.
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The geometrical distances are as follows (with reference to figure 2)
a = 5.5 cm, L1 = 10 cm, L2 = 40 cm, L3 = 50 cm and b = 5 mm. The signal energy, counted
over the whole field of view, in the plate motion is about 25% of the signal energy in the air
disturbance. But since the plate is rigidly attached in one end the signal energy at the free end
of the plate is about the same as the noise energy. The velocity is evaluated in three sheets
over the width of the channel. The spatiotemporal covariance function for the phase sheet in
the middle of the channel is shown in figure 12. In this figure the contribution from the plate
is much more difficult to see. One reason for this could be that in the real measurement the
channel is much closer to the imaging aperture and hence the random phase structures as seen
by the imaging system will be larger (compared to the size plate) than in the simulation.
Hence the width of the covariance function of the air will also be wider, effectively covering
the contribution from the plate.

Figure 12: Spatiotemporal covariance function for the phase sheet
in the middle of the channel.
The velocity profile of the channel was measured with a hot wire anemometer. The
corresponding apparent velocity profile calculated from equation (5) is shown in figure 13
together with the estimated apparent flow speed at three positions in the channel.
Unfortunately the geometrical parameter L1 was chosen too small and was not measured with
enough accuracy. This will have most effect on the apparent flow speed for sheets close to the
aperture. The boundary layers will tend to shrink the portion of the channel that has a smooth,
and slowly changing velocity profile which effectively changes the geometrical dimensions
L1-L3 slightly. The outer parts of the boundary layer, where the turbulent mixing is not as
high as close to the wall, is probably lowering the estimated flow speed in this region slightly.
But with this measurement it is not possible to reliably measure these effects.
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Figure 13: Measured apparent velocity profile and estimated apparent flow speeds.
The corresponding true velocity profile and true estimated flow speeds can now be calculated
from equation (5). The result is shown in figure 14.

Figure 14: The measured true velocity profile and the estimated flow speeds.
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